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SUMMARY
In this final report on contract NAS 53916, we have incorporated
the theoretical and experimental findings of a study to detern_ine the con-
ditions and causes of multipactor breakdown, the deleterious effects of
the discharge, and methods of preventing its occurrence. The study is
intended to provide information for the design of space electronic sys-
tems and equipment which would be used by the National Aeronautics and
Space Adn_inistration; no work has been directed toward the problems of
rnultipactor T-R switches or klystron or linear accelerator components,
for example.
Our results have substantiated the theoretical and experinlental
work found in the literature, which describes the conditions under which
a multipactor discharge may be initiated. We have, however, found
some new and pertinent problems during our observations of discharges
which are sustained under test conditions in vacuum chambers; since
spacecraft equipment is qualified for use under such conditions, it is
important to understand the extent to which the vacuun_ chan_ber test re-
sults are or are not a true indication of the effects of multipactor.
A detailed discussion of the investigations on each of the tasks de-
fined in the contract is included,
iii
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INTRODUCTION
GENERAL
Several years ago, work on two NASA projects was affected by
discovery of failures in radio frequency transmitter equipment which
were found to be clue to the so-called multipactor effect, a secondary
emission electron resonance phenomenon.": The failures occurred in
a cavity resonator of a 10-watt, 400 mHz transmitter, and in a type N
connector which carried a power le.w_l of 60 watts at a frequency of
960 mHz. Although the difficulties were cured in an acceptable manner,
the evaluation of the causes indicated that there was a significant
possibility that future problems might occur in space electronic systems
where medium or high power radio frequencies were in use. Since
knowledge of the multipactor effect was not adequately disseminated
among circuit engineers and since the potential deletei'ious results of
the discharge were not fully understood, this study program was
initiated under the technical supervision of the Goddard Space Flight
Center, NASA. The scope of the program included both experiPnental
and theoretical investigations on the following tasks:
I. Investigate the Multipactor Effect
II. Deleterious Effects of Multipactor
IlI. Methods of Eliminating Multipactor
In addition to these three tasks, it was required to prepare, as part of
the final report, a collection of data which would be useful, as a hand-
. @_-
book, to designers. Another significant task which was implicit in the
effort was to devise methods of generating and sustaining a multipactor
discharge, as well as methods of sensing its existence and measuring
the magnitude of effects; in fact, the early portion of our efforts was
':""Investigation of Failures of Wideband OAO Transmitter, " Hughes
Aircraft Company Report TM-756, Juiy 1963, by H.H. Baller and
E.V. Phillips.
"Space Programs Summary Report," No. 37-21, Volume I,
Jet Propuision Laboratory, May 1963, pp. 29-32.
**"The ._tudy of Multipaetor Prcakdown in Space tleetronic Systems,"
Vrlltllllt tI, NASA (" P, -71999.
mainly devoted to the (tcvelopn_ent of adequate experimental facilities
and techniques, which turncd out to be much more difficult than
anticipated.
THE MULTIPACTOR EFFECT
A concise qualitative description of secondary electron resonance
breakdown is giw_n by S. C. Brown ;:_ as follows:
"Many studies have been made of high-frequency breakdown
in regions outside that controlled by diffusion. If the pressure
is low, the n_ean free path becomes long con_pared with the
containing vessel, and ionization in the _as becon_es highly
unlikely. A number of workers haw, studied this case and have
shown that the secondary enlission of {,l_,(:lronS b_/ dil'_'ct
bombardment of the walls can cause a breakdown. Not only is
the nlagnitude of the electric field important, but the phase of
the electron i_otion with respect to the field has a 9ovcrni:_(,
effect.
Under optinlum conditions, the electron motion n_ust bc in
phase with the field. Thus an electron starting across the _ap
between the walls should collide with the walls and release
secondary electrons just as the electric fit,ld passes through
zero. The reversed eh, ctric field a(:celcrates the' secondary
electrons back across the gap. The electric ticld n_ust bc of
such a value that the transit tinle across the ,_ap be equal to one
half cycle of the a-c field. In this way the sccondar'/ electrons
formed b'/ the initial electron become prin_ary el_clrons for the
next cycle to form another group of secot_dar'/ cl_,ctrons, with
the optimum conditions again requiril_g thai the s_,c<_ndari_ s b_,
formed just as the field reverses its dircclion.
It is obvious that a breakdown does not require the' ot_tin_un_
conditions to occur, and there is a fairly broad region of fields
and frequencies over which a phenomenon n_ay be observed. It
should be apparent that, for any one frequ(_ncy, breal<down should
be possible in a bounded region between two values of the field
correspondino_ to too little or too nmch accel(,ration of the elec-
trons to maintain the proper phase relations.
Because this type of breakdown relies for its electron
multiplication on the secondary enlission of elc,ctrons frol_ the
walls, the breakdown field is shown to bc independent of the type
of gas and very dependent on the nature of the walls of the
vessel in which the discharge takes place. _'
*Brown, S. C. , "Basic Data on Plasma Physics," Technology
Press, MIT, Canlbridge, Mass., 1959.
Furthermore, one can deduce from Brown' s qualitative description
that the multipactor effect will exhibit the following properties:
1. The multipactor discharge n_ay be expected to disappear under
given conditions of frequency and electrode configuration if
the applied voltage is raised or lowered beyond the point at
which the electron velocity becomes either too slow or too
fast to maintain a condition of resonance.
2. The multipactor discharge may be expected to disappear
under fixed conditions of applied voltage and electrode
configuration, if the applied frequency is raised or lowered
beyond the values which are resonant with the electron
movem ent.
3. The multipactor discharge may be expected to disappear
under fixed conditions of applied voltage and frequency when
the electrode separation is increased or de'creased beyond
the values which are resonant with the electron moven_ent.
Most of the studies reported in the literature available to us at
the start of our program were directed toward the investigation of
conditions which were necessary and sufficient to initiate a discharge.
Some of our theoretical and experimental efforts have been used to
confirm and to extend this knowledge. In general, we have found the
published information to be valid. However, almost none of the data
in the literature could be used to answer questions about the character-
iccics of a multipactor discharge in being, including questions such as:
1. What is the effect of the discharge on the surface of a real
(non-ideal) secondary emitter under conditions of a real
(non-zero pressure) vacuum envirom_ent?
• 2. What is the effect of the current flow in the multipactor
discharge on a typical power source which causes the
discharge; for example, what happens to the circuit impedance
of capacitor plates when the discharge is present?
3. What is the noise content of the discharge current, and what
is the waveform?
4. What non-linear cffccts may be present which would bc of
significance as potential n_odulation (,lemcnts in a space(raft
transponder which is aff_.ctcd by a dischara_ ,'_
5. What is the effect of residual ,aas ions on the. til_, history of
the discharge?
Although the scope of our stlldy has not })_'('ll ad_.q,_at_'l<)ans_cr
all of these questions in an exhaustive _anncr, w,. hav(, ftmncl intcr_,stin_t
and pertinent facts of some importance as a rcs_llt of th(' in\'_.stiaatio_:;
this information is described in d(,lail it, th(, b(_dyof tills r¢'I)Ol'l. II1
brief, we have found the following behavior:
1. The n_ultipactor discharge causes a change in the surfa((_
condition of electrodes which, in tiln_c, Illay t'xtingtiis}l an
established discharge. The characteristic history of a
discharge is fundan_cntally different when tested in a vacuulll
chamber with ambient prcssurc of 10 -5 n_n_ fro_l_ the bchavi()r
in an environment of 10 -7 mm pressure, the dischar_,e,, bcina
more stable and less dissipative in the lower prcss_lrc.
2 The current flow in the discharge has real anti reactive cot?_-
ponents at the fundamental fr,,quency. Und,'r certain circle,?n-
stances, these may be sufficient to load or (l_,tunc an (,lc_,_;t
by a substantial amount.
3. There is a measurable and significant noise content in the
multipactor dischar_,e
,
4. Non-linear effects, including harmonics, arc present. If
these occur in sensitive portions of a system, such as a
diplexcr or in the antenna connections, there is a possibility
of modulation of transmitted signals by received signals, and
an opportunity for electromagnetic harmonic intcrfcrenc(_.
;:"This effect has long been known as a nuisance in klystrons, which
sometimes cannot achieve their ultimate power output because of a
multipactor discharge which occurs during power build-up, but could
not exist at full power.
5. Residual gas can be lib_rated by a multipactor discharge
and ionized; in some cases a gas ionization breakdown of
destructive effect may occur.
In addition to the questions and answers cited above, we have
included descriptions of our cxpcrin_cntal techniques, some theory and
experiment on single surface n_ultipactor, and some of the results of an
investigation of multipactor in high power microwave slot antenna arrays.
T_.sts of a govcrnn_cnt furnished transmitter equipn_ent were performed.
Duc to the low power and low voltage levels existing in this equipment,
no n_ultipactor effects were observed.
THE DELETERIOUS EFFECTS OF MULTIPACTOR
The second major task of our study has been to determine effects
of the multipactor discharge. Among the problems which have been
studied are the electrical effects, such as noise, harnlonic generation,
intcrn_odulation, impedance loading, loss of power output, and also the
physical damage to components.
The noise resulting from the multipactor discharge appears to
result from space charge effects and from the collision of rapidly
moving electrons with residual gas ions. The qualitative physics of
the discharge is not fully understood; however it appears that the
electrons travel back and forth across the gap between parallel plates
in a fiat sheet. The glow which is observed is diffuse and appears to
indicate that ionized gas molecules are present throughout the region.
The sheet of electrons which strikes the surface contains individual
electrons from a wide range of angles to the normal. The secondary
electrons are emitted also with a wide angular distribution. As a
result, many of the electrons as well as some of the gas ions escape
beyon'd the region of the discharge; some of the experiments reported
herewith show evidence of this behavior since a current collecting
plate located near the discharge receives current with both positive
and negative voltages applied to it. Because of our lack of exact
knowledge of the charge distributions, it has not been possible to
attempt analysis of the electrical parameters of the discharge, and
therefore the experimental approach has bccn used. The data which
is reported in detail is bctievcd to be representative and typical of
the magnitudes which wouh! be encountered in spacecraft system.s.
Our investigation of the physical effects of nlultipactor has
revealed that it has produced surface emission changes in the electrodes,
which are transicnl in the sense that continued exposure to the dis-
charge or temporary change of thc anlbient pressure will alter or
reverse the initial effects. For instance, a surface on which a n_t_lti-
pactor discharge is initiated n_ay gradually bcc(n_c inactive under
moderato high vacuum pressure (10-5n_n_), but n_ay again becol'_c
active (i. c. , produce a multipactor dischar_,c_,_, if it is c xl)oscd to
atmospheric p cssure momentarily or if the environmental pressure
is temporarily reduced, by pumping, to 10 -7 or 10 -8 ram.
Physical destruction of components has only appeared as a result
of gas ionization breakdown, which is induced by the liberation of gas
due to heating from a prior multipactor discharge. Although this
problem may appear to be unimportant at first sight, it is of considerable
significance in the inner regions of connector plugs, coaxial tuning
capacitors, cavity resonators, or volumes sealed by foam.
Even if the component is not physically damaged by the gas
ionization breakdown, a power loss may occur which will reduce the
level of performance in the communication system. An example of
this effect is indicated in HAC Report TM-756 as indicated in Figure 1,
showing the power drop due to a failure in a 400 nffiz transmitter under
test for the OAO spacecraft. This report states:
"When the transmitter was turned on, it would operate at
normal power (Po) for a period of time (TF) usually lasting from
5 to 150 seconds until there was a sudden drop of power in a short
time to a significantly lower level (PF)" Ordinarily the power
output would recover partially to an ultimate value (PU) over a
period of time (TE) lasting for a number of minutes. All of the
parameters (TF, PF, PU, Po, TE) would vary widely in an
unrepeatable manner from one test to the next; some observations
showed several consecutive faihre cycles, and others no faihre
with the same test conditions. The theory of gas ionization
breakdown in the RFI filter tuning capacitors was tested, and
confirmed, by measurements on the transmitter and filter unit
6
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Figure i. Typical recording of power drop in OAO wideband
transmitter test due to gas ionization discharge.
separately in and outside of the vacuum, and by measurements
of filter, transmitter, and capacitors under varying pressure
conditions. During the variable pressure test, the filter operated
satisfactorily starting at room pressure, failed in the range of
.10-3 to 10-4ram, and recovered at I0-5 ram."
A further example of transient failures induced by multipactor
is also shown in report TM-756; after the gross failure clue to gas
ionization was eliminated by venting the tuning capacitors, the phenomenon
illustrated in Figure 2{b) was observed. The input, output and reflected
power in the RFI filter was measured as a function of time using the
test setup shown in Figure 2(a).
"Features of the record, which are significant, include (1)
the starting transient in Pref, (2) the transient failures at
t = 260, with simultaneous increase in reflected power and
decrease in transmitted power, (3) the repetitive spikes in
Pref' starting at t = 260, and appearing with some regularity
(XTE flNJU-
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(a) Test setup - filter power measurements.
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Figure g. Filter power tests.
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at thr(,t, s('cond intervals, (4) gradual (:hangc in Prcf, al)parcntly
rtuc to ht:ating and slight retuning of the resonator, and {5) th(.
absence of any gross long term effect on power output. After a
series of experiments which yielded baffling results, we began
to suspect that our instrumentation setup ndght contain some of
these faihlres, rather than the filter itself. The coaxial fittings
wcrc ch<'cl<('dand _,ventually the rtircctional coupler unit was
rotund to bc responsible for the spikes and for some of the transient
failures. A brief inw'stigation of the directional coupler indicated
that it was partially scalcd, andwas, in fact, producing the results
shown in Fi_m_re2(b). Apparently, a multipactor discharge inside
it would liberate enough gas to "snuff out" the multipactor by
raising the internal pressure. "Fhc voltage level was not large
enough to produc(, gas ionization failure. When the directional
coupler was r_,mow,d from the test setup in the vacuum chamber,
th(: transient failures were eliminated."
In general, it appears to be essential to avoid the possibility of
a multipactor breakdown where undesirable electrical effects may
occur, and it is also essential to prevent the establishment of a
n_ultipactor-initiatcd gas ionization failure where the magnitude of
power available is sufficient to cause permanent physical damage to
tEc con_poncnt by heating. Photographs of such damage are shown in
detail in this report, including components such as coaxial resonators,
sn_all capacitors, and a diplexer section.
METttODS OF ELIMINATING MULTIPACTOR
Since the necessary and sufficient conditions for the multipactor
discharge are well _mderstood, it is possible to eliminate it in many
instances. In order.to establish a multipactor discharge, all of the
following conditions must exist.
iI The mean free path of electrons must be long enough to
permit the electron to be accelerated between the emitting
surfaces with low probability of collison with ambient atoms
or molecules. As described in our Technical Proposal,
TP-41Z, November 1963,
"The velocity of gas molecules in equilibrium is distributed
in a Maxwellian distribution about a most probable value
(aCs)
9
where
m is mass of molecule -- grams
k is Boltzmann' s constant I. 4 x i0 -16 crgs/°K
T is temperature °Kelvin
\_ is velocity cm/sec.
For nitrogen at room temperature, V m is roughly comparable to the
speed of sound {420 meters/see.). The molecules travel in straight
lines until there is a collision; the distance traw,led betwe_:n collision
is called the free path. The classical analysis for k, the mean frcc
path, shows that there is an exponenlial dccrt,as_' with distance in
the number of molecules which have not suff,'r_'d collisions after
traveling out from an origin; the value, k, is the distance at which
37 percent (l/e) of the molecules will have bad no collisions. At a
distance of 4k, only Z percent of the original molecules will have had
no collisions. The mean free path of an electron, k e, is calculated
to be 4"(Z--K when it is present in a gas filled volume, the mean free
path of the electron being longer because of its smaller cross section.
In general, the mean free path of molecules and electrons is inversely
proportional to pressure. The mean free path of representative gas
molecules and electrons is given below in Table I.
Pressure,
mmHg
10-3
10-3
10-3
10-3
10-3
10-3
Gas Molecule
He
Ne
A
N 2
Kr
C s
Molecule Mean
Free Path
)_cm
17
12
8
6.7
6.6
0.14
Electron Mean
Free Path
k ecm
96
68
45
38
37
8
Table I. Molecular and electron mean
free path at 0°C.
I0
Typical gap (lit_ensions in radio frequency devices may be as
small as one millimeter, and cons{_quently k e will be long enough to
pern_it n_ultipactor at pressures as high as 10-1 or 10 -2 mm Hg, since
k e for the o_,ases listed a_bove would range up to 1 to 10 cm. The multi-
pactor discharR_, can exist at the low pressure end of the range of
typical gas ionization discharge, and, in fact, the multipactor effect is
sometimes made visible by the ionization of gas molecules by the
electrons. Typical rc, sonance ionization potentials for electron collisions
with _as molecules exist for H 2 at 11. 2 eV, for 02 at 5 eV, for N 2 at
6. 1 _.V, and for Ne at 16. 7 eV. The transitions of these ionized states
back to the ground state usually result in emission of light in the
ultraviolet and blue spectrum. The appearance of a multipactor dis-
charge in our vacuum test chamber is a pale blue green with slight pink
color. Its brightness appears to be a function of the power level and
the gas pressure; it seems probabte that the visible effects would be
smaller at very low pressures due to the smaller numbers of gas
_?_olecules. "
The typical blue glow of a mul(ipactor discharge in a coaxial
region is illustrated in the cover illustration of this report.
2. The arrival energy of the incident electrons must produce a
net s_condary emission ratio greater than one. As indicated
in R_port TP-412,
"For a typical material, the value of 6 is a function of the
energy and angle of incidence of the primary electron as shown in
Figure 3(a) and (b). The shape of the curve of Figure 3{a) is commonly
explained as an indication that at low incident energy the primary
electron does not have enough energy to liberate many secondaries, and
at very high incident energy the primary electron penetrates so deeply
into the surface that the secondaries which might be produced are
trapped in the substance and do not reach the surface. Table II
summarizes the values of 6 for typical materials.
Reliable measurements of 6 have been made for pure
substances. However, the measurement is difficult to perform,
11
particularly at low incident energy, and there arc large variations in
6 caused by compounds or surface impurities, such as oil or oxides or
chlorides. Most contaminants increase the ma:<i_un_ value of 6 and 1
lower the threshold incident energy. As a rcsu]l, _c, asurcs to coi_, -
trol multipactor by surface treatment will often fail because it is not
practical to achieve or maintain the required surface purity."
o o /g2 _2
_ C_O_R
O 0
Wf w,,,x Wf' 0 ° 40 ° 80 o
iNCIDENT ELECTRON ENERGY ANGLE OF INCIDENCE, 8
(a) 6 vs. W (b) 6 vs.O
Figure 3. Secondary emission parameters.
Material
Copper
Mica
Qua rt z
NaC1
A1Z03
Fe
W6 =6
max
(eV)
600
380
4OO
60O
350
350
6
max
1.3
2_ 4
g.l
6.8
Z. 5
1.3
W
f
(eV)
75-175
30
30
15
Z0
125
Table II. Secondary emission ratio as a function of electron energy.
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F _J', till)lit)l] (It _']('(ll'()i'lS in S_'concl_try _'t_issi()n
lat,',t a_)!)r,_:,:ill_at,'ly, n,,_l('ctin_ lh,' cfh,cts of
(],,l.,r]_lin_.c[ ( _)nsl;tt]ls [()t- l}?,. \, l_( ily and al?j, lila_r distriI)_Ltion of
s, c_)tc!arv , 1_ (lv,)_%. I;stn_ finis thcor('lical-I)l_s-c×p_'rinacntal t_'¢:hniquc,
}{Ft)v,!: ]n;xS (]t.ri\,,_! ,,Cill;_ti()l]S I()F t}l(' ,_,()ltag_' r(,cp_ired to create r,,sonan(:e
c():_d}ti_)ns h)r ;l si_al_, t.lt'( Ir(_t_ _)scillatin_ I)_,l\v('_'n parallel plates. The
t,ci,1;±li()n I()r F,.S()iI;II]Ct' iS
V dR ()r d .- (1)
{K+ 1 1
= \_---T--T!'_ cos p + 2. sin _ (2)
XVH t _ F ('
V =
(t =
the voltage for secondary emission electron resonance,
one half cycle mode
angular frequency
plate spacing
-- - a well l<nown physical constant of the electron
I]]
K = ratio of <lcctron arrival velocity to component of emission
velocity in the direction of the electronic field
= phase angle (with respect to RF field) at which secondary
electron is emitted
is a function of both K and 9, neither of which may be predicted
theoretically. Limiting values of 4) are determined empirically by
fitting of experi_nental observations. Typically, K is of the order of 4,
and -60°<9<18 ° . For these limits • varies between 0. 77 and 5. 44.
Since the permissible values of • have a minimum and maximum for
fixed frequency and spacing, there is a discrete range of voltage
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which permits multipactor; for voltages outside this range it \viii not
occur. _:_ Similarly, if the voltage and frequency are constant, there is
a discrete range of spacings which permit the dischar_,_.'., , sn_allcx and
larger spacings eliminate it."
"In addition to the half cycle resonance mode, Hatch and Williams::"
have studied higher order modes resulting from high voltages which
cause transit periods of an odd nun_ber of half cycles."
The occurrence of multipactor for the half wave mode is
illustrated in Figure 4.
4. It is also implicit in the foregoing conditions that the appli_.d
voltage, ambient pressure, and t'n_itting surface arc n_ain-
tained constant throughout the duration of the dischar_gc.
Our experiments have shown that the multipactor discharge
causes change in the surface, as evidenced by the appearance
of a brownish irridescent film on the metal electrode. In
addition, the ambient pressure may be increased because of
the finite value of pumping speed in the test s_-tup. The applied
voltage may also be altered because of detuning and load effects,
i. e. , because the RF generator is not a constant voltage source.
The methods of eliminating multipactor which were investigated and
described in this report represent the opposite, or negation, of conditions
1, Z, and 3 listed above. The mean free path of electrons may be reduced
by pressurization, or by filling the empty spaces of the discharge region
with foam or solid dielectric. The secondary emission ratio of the sur-
faces may be "spoiled" by use of dielectric coatings or by choice of
materials of low emission ratio. The electron transit time may be made
non-resonant by proper choice of the physical dimensions or the ampli-
tude of the radio frequency voltage. A d.c. bias voltage may be applied
_:_His equations and graphs are stated in terms of electric field
strength. Since the fundamental parameter is voltage, which deter-
mines electron energy, we have converted the equations slightly. The
graphs may be interpreted in terms of voltage, since in the parallel
plate field example the voltage is proportional to E.
;:-'Hatch, A.J. and Williams, H. B. , Physical Review No. llZ, p. 681;
1958, "Multipacting Modes of High Frequency Gaseous Breakdown."
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Figure 4. From Brown.
to one of the electrodes to alter the electron resonance equation. All of
these techniques have been exploited in our study; detailed description
of the results is included.
*Magnetic fields can be used to deflect the electron trajectories.
Because of the special complications of this method, it has not been
investigated.
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INVESTIGATIONS OF MULTIPACTOR F't;'FECT -- TASK I
IN TRODUCTION
The original proposed definition of Task I was:
a. Study necessary and sufficient conditions for existence of
n_ultipactor discharge, including (1) geometrical configura-
tions which haw, not been analyzed; (2) effect of pr<,ssure on
appearance, stability, and in_pedance of discharge; (3) devise
and test n_cthods of d_,t_,cting the discharge and measuring its
!)aran_t,t_,rs, the. scatt_,rcd ,']_'ctron current, and the ion
p_>t_,ntial well; (4) _,xistcncc and characteristics of nmltiple
n_(>dt,s, singl(, surfac(, nlodcs, and bias n_odes.
b. Statd} _ linear and non-linear electrical parameters of two
sllrfacc half-c-ycle n_llltipactor as a function ()f voltage input°
_as pr_,ssur(,, and surface, conditions, inclu(ting n_('asuren_ent
of resistance and reactance components at the applied fre-
quency, harmonic currents, n_()dulation characteristic, and
noise generation.
c. Study secondary emission properties of typical surface
n_at(,rials of electronic components, and evaluate new surface
treatments wlnich haw_ been proposed.
All of the goals of Task I have been con_pleted with the exception
of the, c_ffort to study the ion potential well. However, although the diffi-
culty of mcas_rcn_(:nt was greater than expected, we have devised sensi-
tive, non-visual n_ethods of detecting the discharge and measuring its
paran_eters. Among the important accomplishments are the irnprove-
n_ent and thorough development of the collector plate technique for sens-
ing electron and ion currents, the use of a sampling oscilloscope to
measure the electrode current due to multipactor (which has not been
done previously, to the best of our knowledge), and the successful solution,
by a method of stlccessivt! approximation, of the non-linear partial dif-
ferential equation for coaxial half-wave multipactor modes. The effect
of pressure has been observed carefully; the relationship between the
17
vacuum test chamber pressure history and the stability of the discharge
has been partly clarified. It is obvious that a clear understanding of
pressure effects will be beneficial in interpretation of the results of
environmental tests for multipactor. Linear and non-linear properties
of the discharge have been n_easured, as planned, and the secondary
emission properties of typical surface materials of electronic compo-
nents have been observed.
During pre-contract negotiations, the NASA Project Technical
Director recommended a greater emphasis on the goals of Task II and
Task III. The measurement of common electrode materials originally
planned as part of Task I was therefore extended to cover additional
surfaces, such as epoxy coated copper, glass laminate, teflon, and
vacuum grease, in an effort to discover methods of eliminating multi-
pactor, which is the goal of Task III.
The individual experiments and analyses which report our work on
Task I are described below.
STABILITY AND DURATION OF MUETIPACTOR DISCHARGE
The goal of this experiment was to establish a suitable test setup
to generate multipactor discharges and to observe the effects of time
and ambient pressure.
The equipment which was used is illustrate,| in Figur_ _ %. A pair
of l" square brass plates was mounted on insulators and provision \vas
made to vary the spacing between the plates by means of a motor drive.
A coaxial line was connected to the plates to provide power, and an addi-
tional l" square collector plate was mounted behind a hole in the grounded
plate. Several pieces of phosphor coated tape were placed on and near the
electrodes to detect the presence of electrons, and the chamber was
evacuated. Test frequencies of 100 mHz and 400mHz were used. When-
ever a discharge occurred the phosphor strips fluoresced, the typical
blue glow was observed in the region between the plates, and current
could be detected flowing to the collector plate.
Although one of the additional objectives of this experiment was to
obtain quantitative data from which to calculate power loss as a function
18
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of t It ctrc)d_, spacing and vc_ltag_', it was immediatel?, apparent that this
\, _lld _not b_, _,asy. After a few hours of operation with any set of elec-
tr()d(,s, it b(_came in,possible to obtain a significant discharge, and only
disn_unting the _:q_lipment and cl_'aning the electrodes could restore
op_,rati¢_n. Ttl_ sam(, results were noted for brass, silver-plated brass,
_c_ld-plat_,d brass, a]lmlimm_, and anodized aluminum electrodes, and in
_,_.n_,ral therc' was as much difference in behavior between different elec-
tr(_des of the same material as there was between electrodes made of
cliff_,rel_t mat('rials. In (_ach case, after a few hours of operation all
multipactor opt,ration ceased and examination of the plates would reveal
the, e×tensive discoloration which has been observed by most experiment-
(,rs. In th(_se exp_riments, the deposit seemed to be a combination of
organic contamination from the vacuum pumps and sputtered metal from
th_ _ _,lectrod_'s. Sinc_ most of this series of experiments were conducted
19
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at r,.]ativ_.lv hi_]l prcs._r_.s (b_t\vccn 10 and ]I) ll_l_ ITS), t_' _,as
pr;,t)ably had a significant effect on c¢,ntal_inali,_n ¢)f the cl_.ctr_,dcs aqd
per]raps als_ _u the. _']_'ctrical charact_'ristics _,f t}_. disc}_ar£c. As t}_c
g__tS t)r_.'SS\lrt" \VaS raised, the san_(' _.ncral ('lcctrical b('havic, r was
q_)tccl, but the platt's d_.tm,riorat_'d lq>_c]_ ,_/c_r_. rapid]y.
[;t'caus_' of t}>' necessity _)f ()btainin Z ni/lc]_ ]()lnz{'r cficcti\c life _,f
t}l<' <']CCt_I'I)(it'S 1()I" t}l(' ](_ll_ tt'i'lll ¢'>(I)llS_II',' _''.})_'rill/_'ll[>;, iill{_t}lt'r st'r{, >;
()I t'N])_.'riI/lt'lltS \VLtS s('t 1.1t) _ llS]ll_ gi lllllk'}/ clt'iill(,r v[_c_lllll_ l)tlll!t). ct- l(_
-1_t
capab],, of operation at nmch lv_wcr pr_.ssur,.> (t_, 10 _,). l.'r_,_
and in l_ngcr life for the discharge, but pl"_li_in&rv _ :.:pwri_:_'nta] r_'s_,lts
did n.'>t pr<_v_' this. In tht' firsl c×t>'ri_'nt, U_inla brass t)lat_,s, t}_. P,t"
p()\,,cr war first al)pli_'d at a presswork, _i- 2. q -.: Ill 1_1_, t>_t as p<_\v,.r
-7
\vas appli<'d the })r_.ssurc r<_s_' quickly t_ at)(,ut q × l!) _., a>d t}_'n
stabiliz,'d. Since' the l>:n_p had a p_m_t_in> Sl)_,(,e] _>f 1Zg ]it_.rs p, r s, c-
ond, tht' an_unt (_i- ,,as libcrat_,d lllllst ]llt\'t' })t'Cll v('rv ]iil't,t'. Aft,'r al_,_tt
3 hours of opcrati_n t}_c discharge' }rod di_'d rl_\,,!l t_ a vt'rv ]c_\,, ]_.\-_ ],
alqe_ _titi_,r the' Rt" p{,\\'cr was r_'_,\_'d th, dJsc]_ar,,c c(,_]d nv,t b_' r_.startt_d
The. _.q_ipn_cnt was ]('ft in the cha_})cr alari p_tnlpcr] f<_r -ta h<,_rs _,,r,',
-7
and then cncr,,i×¢,d,, , at a pressure of able,it 1() _,_ and a disc}mr,_,, ',,._,s
_qol_'d; at-tot 4q n_inut_,.s of opcrati{_n th,, discl_arl<_' again fail,.d. 2\> _.:.:-
pcrin_cnt with silver-plated c]t'ctr_,dcs prod_c_,d ._i_ilar rcs_alts. An
int(.r(,sting r(,sult _)i th(,sc low_,r prcss_rc c×p,'ri_cnts \\'as that the bluc
glow in tl_c cliscimrg_, r(.gion was still visible at 10 n_, indicatin,z tI_at
th_.r_' was appreciable ionizatir)n of the rcsidttal _;_s })3 the, _']_.ctr_)t_ c]_,_tc'..
In view _f tlu' difficu]ty of obtainin_ a s_tstailqcd discharge, thv
_.×pcrin_cntal setup was revised to achieve s_fl_sta_tially l()\v_.r pr_.s_r(,s.
In an actual unprcss_riz_,d space.craft t'nvir_nn_'_qt t]_c local pr_'ss_r('s
-1Z
may have any value fr_n_ a few n_illimct_'rs down to perhaps 10 _m:,
dcp_'nclin£ on the external ])rcssx_r_,, ]ocal (mtgassing, and t]_(, c×t(,nt of
venting to the cxtcrior of the space,craft. Whil(, any nmltipact()r activity
:::Scc()ndary E]_'ctron Multiplication in Micr<_\\.'avc Field, Frank t"_t
Fa_qg, lq May 1959, ASTIA Do('.u_q_(:,nt No. AD 217035.
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wou]d probably cease after a few hours of operation at the higher
pressures, sustained discharges are to be expected when the pressure
is bc,]c)w aI)ot_t l0 -9 mn_. In order to permit operation of the discharge
in this pressure range, it was necessary to bake the vacuum chamber
and the experimental apparatus at a ten_perature of 250°C for 24 hours
or n_or_'. In light of this rather extreme treatment, there is consider-
able doubt that pressures as low as l0 -9 n_nl will ever be reached in the
interior regions of spacecraft, even if they are fairly freely vented.
The vacuum chamber used in these tests is about 6" in diameter
and 12" long, and is pumped through a 6" port in the long side by a 125
liter per second pump, which is equivalent to a I. 5'_diameter orifice
opcnin_ into a perfect vacuum. Although both the equipment and the
chal_bcr wcr(, carefully cleaned before evacuation, the ultin_ate pres-
sure. of this systcn_ at r_om temperature was about Z x 10 -8 n_m.
In a tvpical spacecraft installation the equipn_ent may be installed
in a bay with a con_parable volume, but with a much smaller opening to
the (,xt_,rnal pr(:ss,_re. Furthernl_rc, the surface area inside the bay
l_a) b(, quite lar_c {particular]y if multi-layer aluminized n_ylar heat
shi(,]ds arc used), and there n_ay be considerable contan_ination by
rclati\cly high vapor pressure n_aterials.
For th<. first high vacuun_ tests the electrodes used were copper
which }lad b<,cn treated with an organic magnesiunl salt. {This n_aterial
was chanson because it had been found to bc a stable secondary en_itter
\vh(_n us(,d in a controlled atn_ospher(, at considerably higher pressure. )
-10
Ait(,r (,xt('nded bakcout the pressure was reduced to 8 x 10 mm and
RF v<,ltagc was applied. In order to provide a purely electrical indica-
tion _>f the existence of the discharge, a hole was drilled in one of the
e],ctrc>ctcs, as sInown in Figure 5, andanelectrically isolated collector
plate was placed behind the electrode in a position to intercept electrons
fron_ the n_ultipactor which might pass through the hole. A d.c. collector
curr('_t was found to be a good indication of the multipactor discharge.
As voltage was varied through the optimum value for multipactor a
l-Ii()n_Cl-ltary fluor(,scence of the detector phosphor was occasionally noted,
togethc_r with a slight currc'nt to the collector plate. However, no
21
sustained discharge could bc obtained and n_ _,×purinl_,ntal data was
obtained. The electrodes wcrc exposed to air and then the systen_ was
pumped down to 10-6 mm and RF power appliud, llndcr these cc_nditions
a strong discharge was obtained. No further cxpurimcnts were run with
this electrode materia] since it had bcc()mc _,vidcnt that bcryl]illn_ c_pper
would probably make more useful electrode's.
A pair of bright dipped hcrylliun_ copper cl_,ctr<,cles \vure installed,
and the chamber was again evacuated. When the pressure rcacl_(.d 4 x
10-6 n_m, RF volta_(, was applied and a str_m_ discharge occllrrcd, with
a collector currunt _)f 80 n_icroampcrcs, t_()w_,rwas r(,i_,_v(,ct and the
assembly was then baked out and pun_pud until a roonl tcn_pcraturc
pressure of 6 x 10-9 mn_ was reached. RF powur was again applied
and a strong discharge was obtained, as indicat('d b_/ fluorescence of
the detector phosphor and flow of collector curr(_nt. Initial c_dlcctor
-6
current was 80 microampercs, the santo value nr_tcdat 4 x 10 nm_.
During 2 hours of operation at the santo power lcv('l the currunt incr(.asud
and then stabilizcd at 180 nlicroanlpcrcs (see Figure 6). At this tinge
the power input was reduced until the collector current was 160 micro-
amperes, and the test was then continued for 15 hours at this san_e power
er
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level. At the end of the test, the chamber pressure had dropped to
1. 8 x 10-10 mm and the collector current was 158 microamperes,
indicating that within the stability of the measuring equipment, no
change in rnultipactor level had occurred.
In order to verify the previous observations of electrode-
deterioration at high pressure, a leak was introduced into the vacuum
-6
_ystvm, the pre. ssure was increased to 10 ram, and RF power was
applied. The initial collector current was 220 microamperes, and it
dropped to 168 microampcres at the end of 3-1/2 hours of operation,
as shown in Figur(' 7. While the current decreased steadily during the
run, the rate of decay was not as great as that which is usually observed,
probably because the residual gas was air without any organic contamin-
ation.
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The eq .ipn_cnt was left operating for an additional 16 hours. At
-9
the end of this time the chamber pressure t_ad dropped to 4 x 10 nm_,
the collector current was 135 i_icroamperes, and the detector phosphor
(\vhici_ had ceased to glow at the end of the 3-1/Z hour run} again glowed
brightly. This confirmed previous observations that exposure to high
vacuul-n would arrest the deterioration of the electrodes, and probably
restore their activity.
The conclusion which can be reached fronl these results is that
tests of spacecraft equipment should be conducted over the full range of
pressures at which it will actually be operated, at least _nsofar as multi-
pactor behavior is to be evaluated.
-6
Many system vacuum tests are run in the 10 mm range, a pres-
sure range where a discharge n_ay last for only a few n_inutes and perhaps
escape observation. If, in subsequent operation, the pressure were to
drop to the 10 -9 n_nl range or below, nmltipactor activity could return
and remain pern_ancntly, although the equipment had apparently passed
a r'vaeuun_T' test.
THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS ON MULTIPACTOR
ELECTRON RESONANCE
a. Analysis of Multipactor Effect between
Plane Parallel Electrodes
The configuration to be analyzed contains a pair of plane para]lc]
electrodes, the length of whose sides is sufficiently large con_parcd to
the spacing to provide a unifornl field in the intervening w)lun_e.
Let the paran_ctcrs be as follows:
Vt) = peak sin(" voltage t)ctwcc_ the plates
% O : frequency and phase angle of the applied sin(, wave
d = spacing between plates; x-distanc(, from one electrode
e,m : charge and mass of the electr(_n
u = velocity
t = tinge
f = frequency
24
K = ratio of electron velocity as it strikes electrode to the
normal component of the velocity of the secondary electrons
i = current flowing in the connection to an electrode
If we neglect the effect of the free charges in the volume, the
electric field is constant and produces an accelerating force on an
electron given by
du -eV sin (cot+ 9) (3)
force = n_ d-T = p
Integration of this equation twice and the application of the boundary
conditions x -- 0 at t = 0, and u = initial velocity results in the
O
following solutions for:
arrival velocity
distance x : u t +--
0
uf
eVp
2
co dm
ZeVp cos
= u + (4)
o codm
cot cos _b + sin _b - sin (cot + _b)l (5)
and by applying the principle of conservation of energy to the motion of
charges in the external circuit and in the discharge volunle, we may
calculate that the current is
eu egV
. eu o P I ]i =-_-- - d +-- cos 9- cos (cot + 9) (6)
codZm
Equations (4), (5), and (6) apply to the first trip of a primary electron
across the gap. By assuming synlmetry, we can analyze the travel of
the secondary electrons in the same manner with due allowance for the
reversed direction of travel. Due to these assumptions the primary
electron is replaced by the secondary instantly, and with a discontinuous
change in velocity; therefore, it is clear that the current flow in the
external circuit will not be sinusoidal and should be expected to have
harmonic content.
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The puwcr input to the ch'ctrodcs n_ay I)c calctllat,.d fron_ the'
average value of the product of applied voltage and curr_.nt per electro n.
Power input per electron -
fiV_c.
ficu Vp lc t_ Z
0
7rd cos 9 + _ cos 0 (7
C_l]lrrd _"
The :'h'ctron r_,sonancc conditions for the stable discharge n:ay bc
obtained by substitution of the condition that the clcctr(_n will arrive at
the electrode an odd number of half-cycles aft:'r it starts. }{ighcr
nlodes arc discussed in the appendix of this report, but for this particu-
lar analysis wc will only st_idy the half-wave n:odc, i.c. , electron transit
time of one half-cycle, or _t - Tr when x : d. Substituting thcs_' val/i,.s
in equations (4) and (6), we obtain
a n d
2,cV
P
\l/ - U -0 (a_l]ld
(;_)
U 17 t_V
d - +--(_ cos 9 _ Z sin O) (_)
_o oolmd
which may be expressed in a more cc)nv_'nicnt l-or_]] [()r , >,pcri_., >tal
verification by use c)f a little a]gcbra, includinz the s_li)stit_lti(_n _,I 8)
in (9), wc can obtain
w2md 2 l
Vp - (10)
_, K- 1
K+I ;r cos 9 + Z sin
Equation (10) contains the essential h.atur_.s of the' r_.sonancc
conditions. The peak vo]tagc necessary lor a discharzc is seen to
depend on the square {)f quantity, c_d, in,qicatin_ th{, transit tim{' r{.son-
ance to be a function of the initial phase of electron emission and
the paran_ctcr, K, the ratio of arrival to c,mission velocity. A phase
focusing characteristic is also clearly indicated, since for K _ 1, the
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valid(, of V}_ is nearly inversely proportional to sin 9, while for large
val_,s _I_K ,. 1, much smaller values of Vp will satisfy the equation.
Cons(,quently, the resonance condition does not result in an eigenvalue
btlt instead permits a range of phase angles and Vp combinations to
rxist. In fact, since the value of K for individual secondary emission
rvcnts is undoubtedly distributed in a statistical range of magnitudes,
the ana]x.'sis is sccn to bc based on reasonable, but inexact, assumptions.
In fact, the, usual procedure found in past literature is to determine K
b v (,xpcri:_ent and to utilize the result in the analysis herein quoted.
As shown in the appendix, for each assumed vahe of K, there is
an associated value of 9 which will result in a nlininlm-n initial break-
down voltag(, Vp. Since such infornlation is of great in_portance in
design <)f cquipn_ent, a fami]y of curves has been plotted in Figure 8,
s_u_larizing th(, data. Levels of arriva] energy are indicated by dotted
lines; these values were shown because they represent the nlinin_um
range of magnitudes which are likely to produce a sufficient secondary
('mission ratio to sustain a discharge on the surface of ordinary mater-
ials.
Typical points on the curve may be cited to show the dimensions
which are of interest in design of equipment. For exanlple,
d = 0.9 to 2.6 cm
d = 0. 15 to 0. 76 cm
f = 100 mHz, Vp -- 100,
f -- 400 mHz, Vp -- 50,
Voltages, such as these, are frequently present in medim_ power
transmitters or cw.n in low power transmitters at high impedance
junctions; spacings, such as these, are also commonplace. Conse-
quently, the n_ultipactor effect is not unlikely to appear in typical
equipment.
b. Analysis of Electron Trajectory across the Gap
Under conditions defined in equations (2) through (10), the position
of th(. electron as a function of time may be computed from (5). The
magnitude of initial velocity is important in determining what combinations
27
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of phase and initial velocity arc c()mpatiblc. Tht, curve als_ n_ay t),,
used as a rough quantitative indicati_,n (,f the thickn,'._s of th,' shc<'t (Jr
electrons which oscillates back and f_rth.
Figure 9 is an electron trajectory plot fc)r a particular spacing
(1 cm) and frequency (100 Me). The clectrcJn is assum_'d to have ×cro
initial velocity (v ° = 0) and in order for the electron to mcct the require-
ments of a multipactor discharge, it n_ust initially c×p(,ricncc nc_ n<.gativ_'
force that would drive it back into the electrode; this includes n,,gativ_'
-I
values of phase angle .0. The electron must arrive at d = 1 x 10 m
when t 0. 5 x 10-8= sec. with sufficient w, locity to produce sec(_ndary
electron en_ission. Final w_locity reaches z(,r_ at 0 : +00° so that the
value of 0 is limited between 0 and less than 90 °
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Figure i0 shows the same type of electron trajectory plot for
6
another initial velocity (v° = 1 x i0 m/sec.). Here negative values
of _ are pern_issible. With large values of k and negative phase angles
the electron can be directed back toward the emitting electrode. It is
lost in this way for k : 42, _ : -20°; k = I0, _ = -40°; k = 3.7, 9 : -60°
For values of K = 4 or less the limiting value of _ is -57. 5 °,
where an infinite value of Vp electrode volts is required. In the posi-
tive _ range, at _ = +90 °, the arrival velocity equals the emission
velocity which is not a plausible condition. The range of values of
then falls between -57. 5 ° and +90 °
For starting conditions, it is of importance to determine the
minimum peak voltage, Vp, needed to produce a given arrival velocity.
A range of initial velocities is possible and for each value an optimum
can be determined. In addition, the value of fd (frequency x spacing)
must be calculated to satisfy the voltage, phase and velocity conditions.
c. Experimental Verification of Resonance Equation and
Minimum Value of Wf for Common Materials
As a test of the theory described above, and in order to establish
the empirical behavior of materials and surfaces found in spacecraft
transmitters, the test setup illustrated in Figure ii was used.
A pair of 5" diameter plates, spaced I/2" apart, was used for the
discharge electrodes, which also served to tune a resonant transmission
line used to couple energy into the plates. Figure II is a side view of
the electrode structure used in the impedance and detector experiments
to be described below.
Both plates were mounted so that the spacing could be varied,
although in general the "hot" plate was the one which was moved to adjust
the line tuning. As shown in Figure Ii, several holes were drilled in the
grounded plate, and behind one of them a collector plate was mounted to
the ground plane in such a manner as to bypass it to ground for radio
frequencies. This plate served as a detector for electrons produced by
':-'Gilland Von Engel, Royal Society of London, Proceedings, Ser. A
192, 1947, p. 446.
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a n_ultipact_r discharge. Input power was coupled to the tuned line fr()m
a cc_axial cable which could be tapped up or down for impedance match-
ing pl_rpos(,s. Alth<)_Lgh not shown in the figures, a high frequency rec-
titicr di_d(, was also c()nn_,ctcd to the, plates to measure the RF voltage
-Yh(, proccdur(' f()r obtaining the data was as follows: with a given
(.lcctr_rtc spacing, the RF voltage wtmld bc slowly increased until cur-
rent was indicated on a 0 to 60 nlicroan_pere meter nleasuring the col-
lt,ct(_r plate current, showing n_ultipacting had started. The voltage
wc)_lld b_, incrcas(_d through the value at which discharge started and
i)_,_nci thu p()int at which the discharge ceased.
Fable. III shows these minimun_ and maxirnunl voltages for the
vari(_ls spacings. _At the wid('r spacings, the nlultipactor discharge
w_)_ld lc_ad th(, RF resonant assembly to the extent that it was not pos-
sible _ tt_ dclivur (,hough voltage to extinguish the discharge, ttowever,
th(, p_lrp_sc of the cxperin_ent was to determine minimum spacing and
v()lta_(,, and this was accomplished.
A thin cc, ating of epoxy was applied to a pair of copper electrodes.
Nt_lltipactin,tz could not be obtained with a spacing of lesslthan 7/16"
(1. 11 ct_) and a n_inin_um w)ltage of 73 volts. The naultipacting also
upp(,ar_.d weak and erratic. A sh('et of 1/32" glass lan_inate board was
attach_,d t() (,ach of a pair of bcrylliun_ copper electrodes. Multipacting
began at a spacing of 3/8" (0. 953 cm) and at a potential of 72 volts. The
bl_t_' glow from the multipactor discharge appeared to be as strong as
that _bs(.r\,'cd fron_ n_etallic surfaces.
Thin sheets of teflon were attached to the beryllium copper elec-
tr_)dcs. "Fhc minin_um spacing and voltage was 1. 1 cn_ and 70 volts. A
pair _>t he rylli_a_ copp(,r electrodes were rubbed with a silicon oil con-
sistin_ (_f Dr)w Corning No. ZOO fluid. Multipacting was very weak and
erratic. No multipacting was obtained at 5/ 16" {0. 793 cm) spacing as
sh_xvn in Table III.
A 0. 1-percent salt solution consisting of salt and distilled water
was applied to gold-flashed aluminum electrodes and also to silver-
plated aluminum ('lectrod('s. The water was permitted to evaporate.
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(Weak salt solutions could be deposited on electronic components during
assen_bly due to perspiration from the assembler's hands. ) Salt requires
only 15 electron volts of incident energy to produce a secondary emission
ratio of one. Copper requires from 75 to 175 electron volts. The weak
salt solutions decreased the tendency to multipactor slightly, contrary
to expectations. In an attempt to verify the nature of this result, we
treated copper with a strong salt solution and salt crystals, but once
again found greater resistance to multipactor breakdown than before
salt treatn_ent.
Two pairs of 3. 5" diameter electrodes consisting of copper and
beryllium copper which were half the area of 5" diameter electrodes
were also t_,sted. It will be noted from the tabulated data that there was
no significant difference in minimum or maximum voltage breakdowns
for the smaller electrodes.
The voltage versus spacing tests were also performed at a fre-
quency of 430 mHz. In general, the results of the first nine materials
so tested w, ere completely consistent with the electron resonance equa-
tion, since the n_inimum spacings observed were compatible with a
constant value of the product, f x d. Table IV summarizes the data.
The only anon_aly in the 430-mHz test is the result for epoxy-coated
material;this is believed to be due to a lack of uniformity between the
_atcrial used in this test and in the 100-mHz n_easurement.
All of the voltage breakdown data is plotted in Figure 12, indicat-
ing the envelope of conditions under which breakdown may occur. In
addition, the curve of Figure 13 is included to demonstrate the degree
_f conformity between theory and experiment. It is noteworthy that
spacing and brcakdow, n voltages occur very frequently which corresponds
to low voltage amplitudes, in the range of 20 to 40 peak volts, and low
electron arrival energies, in the range of 15 to 30 electron volts. The
surface-coated materials appear to require higher arrival energy and
are therefore to be considered as definitely beneficial in inhibiting
multipactor discharges.
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NOTE: THE POINTS DESIGNATED BY NUMBER ARE THE MINIMUM
BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE FOR COMMON MATERIALS OBTAINED
FROM TABLES l"rT AND T_Z. THE REFERENCE NUMBERS
REFER TO THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL:
430 MHz
I. TINPLATED BE-CU
2. ALUMINUM
3. COPPER
4. BE-CU
5. GOLD-FLASHED ALUMINUM
6. SILVER-PLATED ALUMINUM !
7. BRASS
8. THIN EPOXY ON COPPER
9. TEFLON ON BE-CU
I00 MHz
I0. TIN-PLATED BE-CU
I I. ALUMINUM
12. COPPER
13. COPPER
14. BE-CU
15. BE-CU
16. GOLD-FLASHED ALUMINUM
17. SILVER-PLATED ALUMINUM
18. BRASS
-- 19. THIN EPOXY ON COPPER
-- 20. GLASS LAMINATE ON BE-CU
21. TEFLON ON BE-CU
22. DOW CORNING 200 FLUID ON BE-GU 60 eV
23. SALT SOLUTION ON GOLD FLASH
24. SALT SOLUTION ON SILVER FLASH 5(
_101
30 eV
2O
Figure 1 _.
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d. Analysis of Multipactor Discharge between
Concentric C_rlinders
Since coaxial geometry is frequently utilized in space electronic
equipment, it is worthwhile to analyze and test the properties of voltage
breakctown If we assunle concentric cylinders of radius r and r. ,
• 0 1
nezl(.ct the effect of frec charges in the volume between the cylinders,
and assun_c that the cylinders are very long compared to their radii,
then the electric field will bc in a radial direction and the electrostatic
force acting on an electron will be given by equation (11):
eVp sin{_0t + ¢)
mi _ = - (11)
r'n(r )
in which r
derivative with respect to time•
an electron may be assumed: at
is the radius to the electron, and i: indicates a second
The initial conditions of emission of
t = O, we will take r = r., i" = u ,
1 0
e Vp sin 9
and i: -
_n r°
In order to sin_plify computation, let us choose a constant,
I e Vp
r. co2 rn [_
1 o in r°
and, using the method of successive approximations, as outlined in
"Partial Differential Equations," by H. Bateman, we will attempt a
solution in the form of a summation of functions of the form
r = E anc (t)
n
(12)
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where n : O, 1, 2, _ • • • and C is a functi(_n _f till_ . By s_tbstituting
n
the assumed solution into the original c(tuati(_n l-()r tin,. t_,rc_, on the ,.lcc-
tron, i.e., equation (1 1), we obtain:
IC o+oC1 +a2C2 +'" " t" c°2" Co
Z
+c_C 1 + a2C2 + .... or.c_ sin( t + 0)
1
(13)
Using the initial condition, r. may b_, taken as C which is the only
1 O'
constant not dependent on time, and by equatin/4 tint coefficients of like.
powers of o on both sides of (13), \vc obtain a fan/ily of diff('rcntial
equations:
C C = 0 (14)
O O
C + C C = r. sin(_t + O) (15)
o 1 o 1 1
CoC2 + CIC I + CoC2 = 0 (16)
From these equations, we can obtain the following results by integration
of equations (14), (15), (16), etc., starting with the equations of lowest
order. Thus,
C 2 =
= 0
O
C C = r. si'n(cot + 9); C1 = sin(c_t _- 9) + rnlt + m2
o 1 1 c2
rlC 2 + (mlt + n_ 2
cos z(_t + 9)
8c_4r.
1
t g
+ -- + m3t + m 4
4c_g r.
1
1 2
sin(c0t + 9) - -7 sin (wt + O) = 0
Co
gm 1 cos(cot + 9) (hilt + mE) sin(c_t + O)
+ +
3 Z
r.w c_ r.
1 1
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Because the higher order solutions including C3, C 4, etc., are multiplied
3 4
by _ , _ , etc., and since _ is a very small number, the solution is
quite e×act with only the first two terFns. By applying boundary condi-
tions to evaluate constants of integration and by dropping terms of neg-
ligible sizes, one can ultimately obtain the solution
r = r c_ cos _ + t - sin(_t + _) - sin 9
0
(17)
which describes the nlotion of the electron from the inner cylinder
outward. The multipactor cycle of oscillation is computed by using the
same technique, making due allowance for the reversal of the field
direction, for the inward motion. Unlike the parallel plate theory, the
two half-cycles are unsymmetrical, and so a second solution of the
non-linear equation must be fitted to the first. The boundary values
are given by the equations:
and
and
t 2 = t 1
92 = _tl + _1 - _
r
o
o r .
I
where t l,t2 are the electron transit times outward and inward; 91' 92
are the emission phases for the two portions of the cycle; and c_ is the
o
constant used for the second part of the cycle.
The ultimate results of the calculation is an equation for reson-
ance, in which
Vp = 2me
r(r_2r fn o o.. -- - r.l r . 0 1 CO
1
[___ (_°tl+qbl) r +r. r +r. )](_tl-2_) cos -a_tlc°Sgl- °--'-----_lsinglr Or lsin(_t 1+91
0 0
(18)
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Equation (18) is simi]ar ill form to cctuati_m (10) and n_ay bc studicct
for maxinmm and n_ininmm values of Vp or spacing: as a functi_m _Jf t}_'
phas(, of the applied voltage.
As a check on the solution, it was also pr()gral_m_(,d i-<_r a digital
computer. The computer study of the concentric cylind_>r cast, c_nsistcd
of a numerical integration of the, equation (_i m(_ti_n, inchlding a t_'rn_
l()r analysis of d. c. bias.
(<),r<,i: = _ VRF sin(_t + _) m c
+ (19)
r'n r ,nt_i]
whc r c
VRF. = RF voltage an_plitude
gdc = d.c. voltage an_plitud(,
In each case the conlputcd range of the variables was:
Vdc = +50 volts and zero volts.
0 = -75° to +75 ° including zero.
Values of VRF were based on the c×pcrinl(,ntal ran_(, found for 100 mHz
frequency and the following three cylinders.
In all three cast, s the experimental data and the col_qputcd multi-
pactor region data agreed connpletcly. The initial velocity assumed was
1. 3 x 106 meters/see which is the optimun_ or n_)st probable'" secondary
electron emission velocity. The impact velocities computed w(,rc of
high enough e_ ergy to cause secondary en_ission.
The results of the con_puter study and the e×perimental data
coincide to such an extent that the equatio_ of m_Jtion and resultant theory
must be valid. The approximate analytical solution was also ten,pared
to the computer results, and it is accurate to within 10 percent. The
equation (18) above can be used to predict a n_ultipactor region. However,
*See H. Bruning, Physics and Applications of Secondary Electron
Emission, Pergan_on Press, Ltd. (London, 1954).
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the dependence of tI on 91 and V is not really known. This leads
to some inaccuracy in the prediction since values for t I and _l must
be assumed. For the computed cases it was seen that a definite rela-
tionship exists between the voltage and 9l" The time, t l, is also
related to the voltage and/or _l" Table V below gives the relations
found for the three computed cases. For each voltage there is only one
phase angle.
Case
Dimensions
(inches)
r
o
0. 817
0. 500
0. 500
r,
1
0. 394
0.2Z0
0. 142
Applied Voltage
Range
15-265
20-100
20-180
Computed
vCritical 1
oltages]
39,190
40, 60
20, 120
Table V. Dimensions of coaxial electrodes and
cornputed critical voltages.
Although it was not practicable to perform experimental verifica-
tion of the theory in all cases, the cylinders of Case I were tested in the
laboratory. Ivleasured values of critical voltages were found to be 39 and
190, an exact confirmation. The results for Cases 2 and 3 are in good
agreement with test results, although the precise dimensions entered
into the computer could not be made available for test (see Table VI).
The correlated phase (¢i) data versus applied voltage obtained
from conlputer calculation is shown in Figure 14.
e. Laboratory Investigation of Coaxial Multipactor Effect
The object of this test was to determine the critical voltages which
would initiate or extinguish a multipactor discharge between concentric
cylindrical surfaces. Tl_e measurements were performed only with
metallic surfaces, since there appeared to be no reason to suspect that
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Case
_1 (degrees) VRF (volts) t 1 x 108 scc
+!8
-18
-2.8. 8
-32.4
-39.6
-39.6
-32.4
-64.
-47.
-7.
-36
-47.
-47.
-36
-I0
4O
64
90
lib
14O
165
190
4O
6O
20
40
6O
80
I00
120
0.46
0.47
0. 48
0.49
0.49
0.47
0.42
0.
0.
60
48
O. 476
O. %16
0.%4
O. %lE
0.43
O. 308
Table VI. Computed relationship between phase, transit time,
and voltage in coaxial multipactor.
=,
<I
I
0.
2O
-60
0 I00 200
Figure 14.
CASE I
VOLTAGE VRF
Coaxial multipactor
phase-voltage com-
puted dependence.
300
change of surface material would
not result in different effects than
those already recorded in parallel
plate tests.
The procedure which we
followed was to use a fix(,(] rlian_-
eter outer cylinder, approximately
2" long, and to vary the diametc, r
of an inner cylinder and the appli_ d
radio frequency voltage.
Figure t5 is a sketch of the
configuration. The coaxial cylin-
ders were part of a resonant line.
The trombone line was adjusted
for maximum voltage buildup at
the end of the line. The transmitter
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output impedance was matched to the line at the proper distance from the
shorted end of the resonant line. A 6173 RCA d,iode was used as the
detector to measure RF voltage between the inner and outer cylinders.
Multipacting was determined by visual observations of the usual blue
glow and by current flow to a collector plate placed approximately i"
from the outer cylinder and parallel to it. Electrons en_itted from the
surfaces near the open end of the cylinder occur in angular directions
which carry them out of the intra-cylindrical volun_,, and can bc
attracted to the collector plate by a bias voltage.
The collector plate was the most sensitive detector of the start
of multipactor, and couRt be used under external conditions with greater
ease than direct observation or the phosphorescent zinc sulfide tape. A
potential of +50 volts was used to provide bias for th,' collector plate,
and current was measured with a microammetcr.
°1
200
I00
Figure 16 contains the data of te
I ' I r [ ! [
00
[
0 02 04 06 OB I0 I2
INNER CYLINDER DIAMETER, INCHES
Figure 16. Breakdown voltage
versus dimensions
coaxial multipactor,
F -- 100 Mc.
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sts of three cylinders at 100 mHz
frequency. The fundamental
behavior is seen to be sip_ilar to
that observed with parallel plates;
an enclosed region of the graph
contains parameters suitable for
rnultit)actor breakdown, and the
breakdown can be initiated and
then extinguished by steady in-
crease of applied voltage, or,
with fix('d voltage, by a
change in the spacing betwc'en
cylinders. It is to be expected
that the conditions for multipactor
in a pair of cylinders for which
the spacing is much smaller than
the average radius would be quite
similar to conditions found in par-
allel plates. Such dimensions tend
to n_ake the electric field constant
in magnitude.
As an exercise the curve
300
2O0
IO0
T <, ,
05 I0 $
I C) COAXIAL CYLINDER, INCHES
Figure 17. Comparison of flat
plat(, and cylindri-
cal breakdown.
of Figure 17 was constructed,
using data obtained from parallel
plate tests for comparison. The
results were as anticipated. The
portions of the curve showing
close cylindrical spacing do,
indeed, fit very well on a parallel
plate curve. At points marked
A and B, there is a kink in the
curve; for these points, the inner
diameter is less than half the
outer diameter, and non-linear
electrical fields nqentioned in
previous analysis would cause a
difference in behavior.
Figure 18 is a record of a
breakdown voltage test perforn_ed
using three different outer cylinders.with 430 mIIz applied frequency,
All curves have the characteristic "kink".::: The data plotted in Figure 19
is intended for reference use, since it demonstrates the critical voltages
for multipactor effect inside air insulated 50-ohn_ transmission lines.
The mininlun_ breakdown voltage is found for small cable, approximately
0. Y' in diameter; the power level through the line to a matched load
under the circumstances is approximately 25 watts. Most flexible coax
line now used in spacecraft does not have air insulation. In particular,
if a solid dielectric is everywhere present to raise the breakdown voltage
there may be little danger. It is clear, however, that the proper design
of an RF transmission system to handle a gS-watt power level will
require deliberate design practices to avoid breakdown.
-'::It has been proposed by a member of our staff that the kink is due
to the drop in the percentage of electrons which strike the inner con-
ductor. As the radius of the inner conductor is decreased, electrons
will tend to miss it, and be accelerated outward by the field reversal.
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Figure 19. Multipacto r breakdown
voltage for 50-ohm
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ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF
POWER IN MULTIPACTOR DISCHARGE
An equation for power delivered to an electron by a multipactor
discharge is given in the analysis of parallel plate characteristics earlier
in this report. This equation is
Dower input per electron -
2euoVp 2e2V2p 2
rrd cos _b + cos _b (7)
com_d 2
A limitation on the use of this equation is due to the idealized
assumptions made in its derivation, including absence of spacecharge
effects and no treatment of the energy expended in producing wasted
electrons, and in electron collisions with heavy ions producing the
familiar visible glow. For these reasons, any quantitative estimate
based on the equation cited above is likely to be of questionable accur-
acy. With this in mind, we can attempt to interpret the meaning of the
laboratory measurements.
Since the electron resonance condition which is essential to the
very existence of a discharge is a sensitive function of the applied vol-
tage, we should not look for a simple relationship between power and
voltage to apply in any specific test. Therefore, we have made a test
setup to measure the total power input to the discharge to obtain basic
data.
The experimental setup for measurements of power is indicated
in Figure 20. The input power to the discharge was calculated by sub-
tracting the input power to the plates under atmospheric conditions
from the values observed with a discharge. Our first measurements of
this type indicated that the gross input power increased steadily with
applie'd voltage after the discharge was initiated; however, the influence
of the resonance equation eventually caused further increases in voltage
to decrease the power input. As noted in an early status report, no
"catastrophic" multipactor events have been observed in any tests. The
maximum power loss observed' has been only 135 milliwatts per square
inch of electrode area, with more typical values being 60 row/in 2 or less.
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Figure 20. Schematic of power and impedance
measurement setup.
Furthermore, these measurements were taken under conditions which
are not likely to be encountered in actual equipment- plane parallel
electrodes and spacing optimized for the frequency and vo]tage (]80
vo]ts, 5/8" plate spacing, ]00-Mc frequency). At higher frequencies
and voltages the power will be higher, but it seems unlikely that any of
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the so-calh,d 'catastrophic" failures (400-Mc OAO fi]ter at Hughes,
960-Mc coaxial structure at JPL and RCA) in which severe burning or
pitting were observed could have been the result of rnultipactor alone.
A more reasonabh, explanation is that they were the result of an arc
initiated by a gas discharge which resulted fron_ high gas pressure due
to local outgassing caused by multipactor induced heating. It is signi-
ficant that such effects have been observed only in tightly confined
volun_e s.
The curve of Figure 21 indicates the type of data which has been
obtained. For a well established discharge, i. e. , at a voltage toward
the peak of the curve of Figure ?-I, the. multipactor glow is reasonably
well contained in the vo]unle between the electrodes and the power input
is near the nlaxinnu_l achievable. The data collected in several hundred
typical observations has been sun_n_arized in Figures Z?_ and 2-3. The
conclusions which can be drawn fron_ carefu] study of the data are as
follows.
1. .The multipactor power per unit area is not critically dependent
on nlate ria].
2. In general, multipactor power is not directly related to the
parameter, f x d, which controls the existence of the discharge.
3. Within lin_its between initiation and extinction, the multipactor
power input n_a'y be increased by increasing applied voltage.
4. We have not observed pow('r density greater than 22 milliwatts
p(,r square centin_eter. Although this magnitude is not suffi-
cient to cause direct physical damage in a well designed equip-
n_(.nt, it does appear to be capable of liberating gases.
5. The equivalent ohmic resistance per square centimeter,
treated as a lossy element in parallel with the electrodes,
has had observed values in the range fron_ 80, 000 ohms up to
very high values.
6. Our data does not prove any conclusive dependence of power
on tota] area of plates or separation of plates.
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Figure 22. Multipactor power versus peak volts.
Using the equation for power per electron and the known power
per square centimeter, one can calculate a nominal estimate of the
total number of effective electrons. Such calculations indicate numbers
like 1 to 2 x l06 (.]ectrons per square centimeter, or more than 108 in
the entire discharge. Since much of the power is not effective in the
discharge but is dissipated in collisions and light emission, and since
large numbers of electrons escape the electrodes, no engineering reli-
ance can be placed in the figures.
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SCREEN ELECTRODE EXPERIMENT
In n3any of the e×p(,riments described in this report, the n3ulti-
pactor current is san_pled by collcc:ti_)ns of electrons which fly through
openings drilled in one of the electrodes. In at least one of the tests
performed to study sing]( • surface mu]t_pactor m<_4( s, wc have also
used a perforated electrode. The screen electrode cxpcrim(.nt, described
_6
TR00ES O TP T
FEED
(o) EXPERIMENTS
I00 MC@
i - .
o ÷
o
BIAS
(b) CIRCUIT
Figure 24. Screen electrode.
a particular peak RF input voltage,
below, was performed to study
the behavior of a multipactor
discharge on such a screen. A
large collector plate was employed,
as illustrated in Figure 24. The
electrodes were all 5" in diameter
with a spacing of 3/4" between the
multipacting electrodes and a
spacing of 1/2" between the screen
and collector electrode. It is esti-
mated that the screen grid inter-
cepted 20 percent of the electrons.
The experin_ent was run
-5
with a pressure of 3 x 10 mm
of Hg. The characteristic blue
glow was observed between the
multipacting electrodes. The
parameters measured were peak
RF volts between discharge elec-
trodes, input RF power, and col-
lector electrode bias and d.c.
current. The minimum value of
multipacting breakdown voltage
was found to increase as the bias
voltage was made more positive.
The bias could be set to a value
such that the multipacting would
intermittently start and stop for
as illustrated in Figure 25. The
multipactor input power was also controlled by the bias voltage; a
maximum was found at +25 volts. This characteristic is shown in
in Figure 26 with a plot of multipactor power input versus peak RF volts
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square for various bias levels. Multipactor power was determined by
measuring the input power during the experiment and then later measur-
ing the input power in atmospheric pressure for each peak RF voltage.
The difference then is the multipactor power.
Data was also taken at a fixed value of peak RF voltage and read-
ings were taken as the collector electrode bias voltage was varied. The
curves shown in Figures 27 and 28 were prepared from this data. Fig-
ure 28 shows that a small amount of power can be extracted from the
multipactor discharge when the bias lies between -30 volts and 0 volts.
This is probably due to the collection of fast moving electrons with
energy sufficient to overcome the retarding field of the collector.
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}LARMONIC EFFECTS IN MULTIPACTOR DISCtLARGE
Due to the non-uniform distribution of charge in the electron
sheath, it has been anticipated that harmonic currents would be present.
If so, a multipactor discharge on a spacecraft antenna, for example,
might regenerate the harmonics which are usually filtered out by RFI
suppression devices. For this reason, a laboratory investigation of the
harmonic current was initiated.
The radio frequency setup was the same as that used for break-
down voltage tests. In addition, an isolated collector electrode was
enclosed in a 4" square shielded box which also served as the grounded
discharge electrode. The top (discharge) side of the box was pierced
with 144 1/16" diameter holes to allow the passage of electrons; the
holes had a combined area of only g. 5 percent of the total electrode area
and hence did not disturb the discharge. As shown in Figure 29, bias
voltage was applied to the collector through an isolatir_g resistor, and
it was capacity coupled to a %0-ohm attenuator which helped to isolate
the circuit fron_ the external connections. The attenuator output fed a
coaxial cable which was connected to either a Hewlett-Packard 185 sampl-
ing oscilloscope or to harmonic measuring equipment. The equipment
was operated and photographs of the collector waw._form were used for
Fourier analysis.
The 100-Me, 30-watt, crystal-controlled transmitter was used to
excite a n_ultipactor'discharge in an anlbient pressure of about 10 -5 mm
Hg. One channel of the ttewlett-Packard 185A sampling oscilloscope
was used to measure the waveform of the electron current collected by
the isolated collector plate. The other channel was used to observe the
signal from a sinall pickup plate placed between the electrodes to meas-
ure the phase of the applied field in relation to the collector current
waveforn_. The surface of the grounded electrode was perforated so
that the collected electron current was about 1/36 of the total electron
current in the discharge.
A typical collector current waveform is shown in Figure 30. By
graphical Fourier analysis, the. following expression was found for the
collector w)Itage:
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E = 666 sin (wt - 12 °) + 240 sin (2 wt + 77 °) + 7 % sin (3 wt + 167 °)
collector millivolts
Higher order harmonic terms could not be determined with any certainty.
The analysis shows the negative peaks of the harmonics to be very
closely aligned, as would be expected for the arrival of a thin sheet of
electrons once each cycle of the applied RF field. Table Vii gives the
extrapolated total discharge current for the first three harmonics.
At the time these measurements were taken the voltage between
the discharge plates was about I05 volts rms, and the power dissipation
was about 3 watts. Since the total fundamental electron current was
0. 34 ampere, the electron current must have been at a phase of about
85 ° with respect to the electrode voltage, and should have caused
severe detuning of the RF structure, but this was not obserw'd.
While nueasurenuent of the electron current sinlplified the tests
by providing isolation from the fundamental RF field, in an actual oper-
ating circuit the net electrode current (difference between primary and
secondary electron current) is of nuore interest. Therefore, the tests
were extended to measurenuent and analysis of the c_irrcnt flowing in
the low voltage (near ground) discharge electrode. A 3. 3-ohm resistor
was placed in series with this electrode. The current waw_fornu signal
Harmonic
Fundamental
Second
Third
E
Peak Volts
at
Collector
O. 666
O. 240
0.073
Collector
Electrode (I)
RMS MA
E
50 ,/2
Total Discharge
Electrode Current
RMS MA
9.43
3.40
1.03
i(36. z)
341
123
37
Total -- 10. I 364
Table VII. Harmonic currents due to multipactor.
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from this circuit as well as the voltage from a capacitively coupled
pickup plate located near the high potential discharge electrode were
each connected through attenuators to two channels of an HP-185A
sampling oscilloscope (see Figure 31a). Measurements were first
taken without the 100-Me rejection filter but it was found that the funda-
nlental current due to capacitance between the electrodes obscured
multipactor effects.
The rejection filter was inserted to eliminate the 100-Me compo-
nents and current waveforms were obtained which showed pron_inent
third harmonic con_ponents when multipactor was present. To obtain
information on the fundamental component due to multipactoring, a
parallel resonant tuned circuit was added to cancel the capacitive react-
ance at 100 Me, as shown in Figure 3lb. With the tuning capacitance
adjusted for n_inin_ur_ fundamental amplitude the multipactor current
waveforn_ was about 10 tinles greater than the ren_aining stray signal
amplitude, and contained second and third harmonic components. By
n_eans of a Fourier analysis the an_plitudes of the components were
determined. The results of these tests are sun_marized in Table VIII.
For each measurement the electrodes were 5" dianleter beryllium
copper discs spaced 3/4" apart.
Electrode
(vo its )
100
110
I00
120
120
120
Electrode Current
Multipactor
(watts}
0.50
I 0.90
0.76
0.49
0.49
0.49
Ipk
amp
I.I
1.2
0. 039
0.2-7
0. 030
0. 027
f
MC
100
100
300
I00
200
300
Notes
Figure 31a. (without
rejection filter )
Figure 31a.
Figure 3lb. (capacitance
tuned out and Fourier
analysis used)
Table VIII. Summary of electrode current harmonic
measurements.
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One of the interesting results of the harmonic measuren_ents is
an evaluation of the second and third order non-linearity of the discharge
current. It is possible to calculate the amplitude of cross-modulation
products in a discharge from the observed magnitudes of these harmonic
terms.
The following procedure can be used to evaluate the non-linearities
of the discharge current/electrode voltage relation. If we assume the
discharge (electron) current is related to the electrode voltage by a
power series such as
Id = K [alVe + azV_ + a3 V3+e "'']
and the ('lectrode voltage is a sine wave of amplitude A volts and fre-
quency e l, the harmonic content of I d is, in terms of the power series
coefficients,
i( 1 / 1I d = KA 1 +-4a3A cos colt + _A 2 cosZcolt +-_a cos 3wlt + "'"
with an?, d. c. term neglected. Fron_ a Fourier analysis of the discharge
current waveform the harmonic amplitudes can be determined, and the
coefficients a 1, a 2, a3, can be computed. If the main signal components
of interest are the harmonics themselves the evaluation is complete at
that point.
Since most transmitter-receiver systems would be designed to
avoid receiving frequencies on or near harmonics of the transmitted
frequencies, the direct harmonic terms probably would not cause sig-
nificant interference, ttowever, both cross-modulation (transfer of
signal modulation from a large to a small signal) and intermodulation
(generation of spurious signals) will also occur in a non-linear element,
and either could cause trouble. Let us consider the case of a diplexer
in which both transnlitter and receiver might be coupled to a circuit in
which a multipactor dischargewould be initiated by the transmitter
signal. Let the transmitter voltage at the discharge be A volts at
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frequency fl' and the small signal be B volts at frequency f2" The
resultant multipactor current wi]l contain components of frequencies
of fl and f2 and all their harn_onics, plus the sunl and difference of all
these frequencies. Interference to the receiver will probably be caused
by difference frequencies near to the original signal frequencies. If fl
and f2 are nearly the sanne the most significant intermodulation compo-
nent will be at a frequency of 2 fl fz" For example, if the spacecraft
transmitter signal causing mu]tipactor (fl) is at 136 Mc a small signal
at 149. 1 Mc would produce a signal at 122. 9 Mc.
Table IX shows the relative magnitudes of the three largest
componer ;s of discharge current, conlputed fronl the nleasured har-
monic coefficients. The magnitudes of the signal at frequencies f 1
and f2 are given with respect to the value they would have if th(. dis-
charge current had no non-linearities. The magnitude of the small
signal current at f2 is alnlost double the value it would have if the
signal at fl were not present, indicating that there would be a strong
transfer of amplitude modulation from signal A to signal B, or that
signal A tends to suppress signal B. Note that in this example, the
currents represent conversion of signal energy into multipactor elec-
tron energy, and an increase in the electron current increases the
circuit loss. In order to calculate the actual percentage change in power
Frequency
fl
f2
2 fl
2 f2
Amplitude
f2
f
1
Equation
+ 3
A (i _- a3A2 )
3 a3 A2)B(I+ 7
B( 3 a3A z )
Relative Amplitude
(Coefficients Substituted )
1.49A
1.98 B
Table IX. Important intern_odulation components.
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loss it would be necessary to know the exact coupling of signal power to
the discharge electrodes. In addition to the signals at fl and f2 there
is a signal at 2f 1- f2 which is comparable in magnitude to signal B
and proportional to it.
SINGLE SURFACE MULTIPACTING
It has been shown in the literature, and also in the appendix to
this report, that a combination of d.c. bias plus radio frequency vol-
tages applied to parallel plates may, under appropriate conditions,
produce a multipactor discharge. The conditions which make this
possible include the following:
1. The magnitude of the RF w_ltage must exceed the d. c. bias
by an amount sufficient to accelerate the electron away from the
emitting surface.
g. The arrival energy of the electron must be sufficient to
produce emission ratios greater than one.
3. The electron must not strike the second electrode.
As shown in the appendix to this report, the region of possible multi-
pactor may be denoted as shown in Figure 32. The crosshatched area
of this figure contains pairs of d.c. and a.c. voltages which are
suitable.
The curved line A- B is a boundary which denotes RF voltage
amplitudes for which the electron would strike the opposing electrode.
The line B-C is determined by the minimum RF voltage which is
required to carry the electron away from the plate for the duration of
one RF cycle. The line A-C is a result of the minimum d.c. bias
condition which is required to provide the necessary arrival energy
for emission of a sufficiently rapid secondary electron.
It has been reported by Stanford Research Institute that the lower
R1p threshold for one-side multipacting mode is generally lower than
the lower threshold for the two-sided modes for a given bias. The one-
sided mode has the effect of lowering the threshold of RF breakdown.
::-'One-SideMultipactor Discharge Modes, Technical Report 75,
Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California.
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for single surface
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An experiment was set up
to compare the two surface multi-
pactor mode with the single surface
multipactor mode. The apparatus
for the two surface mode has been
previously described. The appar-
atus was modified for the single
surface mode, by removing one
of the beryllium copper electrodes
and substituting for it a I/4" mesh
wire screen (see Figure 33). The
wire screen was used to discour-
age muitipacting. In addition, the
screen was heavily coated with
soot to reduce secondary enlission.
A d. c. potential was applied to
the screen as well as the normal
RF voltage.
To insure that two surface
multipacting was absent, the RF
voltage was slowlyvaried over the operating range with zero bias on the elec-
trodes and the collector current observed to see there was no current
flow. A fixed negative voltage was then applied to the screen. The RF
voltage was varied over the operating range and the minimmm and maxi-
mum multipacting voltage recorded. Figures 34 and 35 show single
surface multipacting for spacings of 0. 56", 0. 625", and I. 325".
Spacing less than 0. 56" would not multipactor reliably. It will be
noted this spacing is just double that for two surface multipacting. The
minimum voltage for this spacing is slightly higher than for the two sur-
face mode. The two surface mode would multipactor with a voltage as
low as Z4 volts across the electrodes with a spacing of 0. 282".
With a spacing of 0. 625", minimum multipacting voltage was
approximately the same as for the two surface mode.
7O
Figure 33. Single surface
multipactor
experin_ent
details.
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NOISE AND OTHER PARAMETERS IN A
MULTIPACTOR DISCHARGE
This experiment was designed to measure noise generated in the
discharge, and is shown schematically in Figure 36. The output signal
was obtained from a small plate which was capacity coupled to the dis-
charge electrodes. The output signal from this plate was passed through
a rejection filter which provided over 90 db of rejection at the generator
frequency of 100 Me, but had less than l0 dh of loss below 90 Mc and
above 110 Me. Initial measurements were made of the noise generat(,d
at 112 Mc_ since this has the same spacing as a 136-Mc telemetering
transmitter and a 148-Mc command receiver, thus representing a typical
spacecraft system. A 100-Mc discharge was generated between a pair
of 5-i/2" diameter electrodes spaced 3/4". The output signal was ob-
tained from a brass pickup plate 3/4" x I-3/4" located between the plates
and i/4" from the ground potential discharge electrode. The output was
PICKUP
ELECTRODE
II
@
1O0 MC
SO(_
(_ COAX
ATTENUATOR REJECTION
FILTER
Figure 36.
J
_,ULTIPACTOR
ELECTRODES
Schematic of noise generation experiment.
VHF
RECEIVER
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connected through a 50-ohm coax line to a 10-db attenuator, the 100-Mc
band rejection filter, a resistive T mix('r, and to a Nems-Clarke type
1306 receiver. After initial trials the receiw_r was set to the 300-kc IF
bandwidth, 100-kc video bandwidth, automatic gain control, and ampli-
tude modulation detector positions for all measurenqents. The high
level video output of the receiver was connected to a Ballantine 643 a. c.
voltmeter. A VHF signal generator was connected to the resistive T
network so that receiver sensitivity could be measured with the trans-
mitter turned on and off. There was no difference in sensitivity, show-
ing that the receiver was not ow'rloaded during the measurements.
Noise level calibration was obtained from a VHF noise source
which uses a type TT-1 temperature limited diode with plate current
variable over the range from 1 to 100 ma.
R
Noise power = qlob-_ + kTb watts
\vhere
-19
q : 1. 6 x 10 coulomb
I : 10-3 to 10-1 amperes (adjustable)
O
b = 1 cps (for watts/cycle)
R = 50 ohn_s
k = I. 37 x 10 -23 jou]c/°K
T = 290°K
This reduces to:
Noise power = 4 x 10 -19 I + 0.0397 x 10-19 watts/cycle
O
Calibration data was taken for each frequency n_onitored.
The experimental runs were performed at a pressure on the order
of 2 x 10 -5 mm Hg, the lowest pressure that could be maintained with
the outgassing caused by the discharge. For each experiment the pickup
plate noise power and discharg,' input power were measured as a func-
tion of the peak RF w)ltage between the electrodes while operating in
vacuum and thenthe measurements were repeated at atmospheric pressure.
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The true multipactor noise power and discharge input power were
calculated by taking tile difference between nleasurements in vacuum
and the measurenlcnts at atmospheric pressure. It was found that the
n_aximum discharge power and brightest glow between the electrodes
occurred with about 160 volts peak RF between the electrodes. With
voltages above this value the glow spread diffus_']y through the chal_bcr
and noise n_easuren_cnts varied unpredictably.
The noise on the direct pickup plate due to multipactor discharge
was detected only at high input power levels, and the noise level was on
the order of 10 -19 watts cycle or less. Next, a tuned coil was placed
in the vacuum chan_ber with one end grounded and the other connected
to the pickup plate. A tap on the coil near the ground end was connected
to the 50-ohn_ coaxial line, as shown in Figure 37. The purpose was to
increase the inlpedance of the pickup plat<' so that the noise intercepted
from a high impedance discharge would increase. To deternline the
noise intercepted by the plate with the coil, it was necessary to meas-
ure the step-down ratio and Q of the tuned circuit by means of a signal
generator. The noise intercepted by the plate is
where
k2N 50 W
O O
N =
p Q
O
C
watts/cycle
k = voltage step-up ratio of coil
N = n_easured noise level at output of coax (watts/cycle)
O
Wo = 2_rfo, where fo is resonant frequency of pickup coil
C = capacitance of tuned circuit
Q = resonant Q of pickup coil
O
Measurements at 56.5, 118, 114, I12, and 110 Mc show a decrease
in noise level as the separation of the 100-Mc discharge frequency and
measurement frequency is increased. The tuned circuit was adjusted to
be resonant at the measurement frequency for each run. The results
are shown in Figure 38.
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Figure 37, Noise generation experiment details.
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The graph of noise power versus Inultipactor discharge power
shown in Figure 39 represents data taken during 5 hours of operation
at the frequency of I12 Mc.
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Figure 39. Multipactor noise at 112 Mc.
The setup shown in Figure 40 was used to measure the phase
relation of the applied RF voltage and the n_eta]lic electrode current
ti_at flows. The parallel t_ined circuit was adjusted to a null current
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output condition prior to evacuating the chamb_,r and test fi×tur( .
BerTltium copper electrodes _" in diameter spaced I/Z" w('re used.
The current flow through the 3. 3-ohn_ resistor d_le to multipactitng
was on the order of 10 times greater than c×tral_eous pick_p. "I}_c p(,ak
RF voltage was varied ow'r the range of 60 to 78 volts wit}_ _l correspond-
ing multipactor power level of 0.24 to 0. 8S watt. t:rom p}_otograpks of
the wavefornls there was no measurabh' change in phase a_a_,lc_ over the
peak current range fron_ 0. 349 to 1. 09 amt)_'rc'._. To mcasur(' the phase
relation of the waw, forms, atmospheric press_lrc was let into the setup
and composition resistors of various values \yore co_mected across t}_c
naultipactor electrodes. Values on the order o_ 1 or 2K \yore s<_Jcctcd
as giving least error. Photographs showed that an in-phase current
waveform was positioned 132 ° leading the reference waveform o_
channel A of the oscilloscope. In ttne photograph {)f current, the wave-
form was measured as leading the reference by 204 ° The phase of the
current leads the voltage by approximately 85 ° . The accurac T of this
method is limited. By calculation involving measured multipactor power,
peak RF voltage and current, the phase angle can be calculated. This
gives an angle of about 89 ° for this data.
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DELETERIO[!S EFFECTS OF MULTIPACTOR --
TASK II
INTRODUCTION
The definition of Task II in our original technical proposal was:
(a) Antenna multipactor
Study conditions for existence, and electrical effects of dis-
charge on antenna performance. Typical antennas may
include dipoles, wav_,guide fed parabola, slots, planar arrays,
etc.
(b) Transmitter radio frequency circuits and components
Study t_i_'ctrical and mechanical design of typical radio fre-
quency circuits to determine conditions likely to cause
n_ultipactor and study its effect on circuit performance. Study
voltage, level and frequency conditions in typical components,
such as connectors, coaxial line, capacitors, inductors to
dc.tt_rmine operating conditions which will cause multipactor.
(c Study th_ long tc, rm effects of the discharge which may cause
dL'terioration of components by erosion or deposit of material
in films. Determine a quantitative measure of this deterior-
ation, if possible, for use in estimation of reliability.
In addition to these experiments, the NASA Technical Representa-
tive provided a model of a typical transmitter similar to one used on the
IMP Spacecraft to determine if it was susceptible to multipactor failure.
It should be noted that the study efforts described in the preceding
section of this report have itlurninated some of the goals of Task II.
Among the deleterious effects of multipactor described in the material
submitted relative to Task I are the following:
1. The discharge produces a local heating effect, which has been
measured at a power density up to 20 mw per sq. cm. Although
the direct physical damage or temperature deterioration due to
this heating effect is probably negligible, outgassing of volatile
matter may result. Since no vacuum environment has infinite
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3.
4.
pumping rate, there is a possibility of gas ionization break-
down which can cause real physical damage. In tests
performed prior to the beginning of this study in the Hughes
laboratories we have observed direct sparks from 40 volt
d.c. terminals to ground across 1/2" gaps when there was
an intense gas ion cloud presenl.
Noise output has been found in the dis_:harge.
Harmonic currents and nonlinear effects have been n_casurcd.
Power loss may occur duc to loading or detuning caused by
n_ultipactor, although these effects wot_Id not be serious in
low impedance circuits.
ANTENNA MULTIPACTOR
In order to perform meaningful tests on antenna elements at
frequencies of 100 mhz and 430 mhz, it would have been nccessarx, to
establish a large RF absorptive vacuum chamber in order to accon_plish
multipactor tests under realistic conditions. Since this type of facilit?.
was not available, we have obtained data from another project at the
Hughes Aircraft Company, which was performed, at no cost to this
contract, in the Antenna Department of the Radar and Missile Electronic
Laboratories. The work was performed at high microwave frequencies,
with electromagnctic fields confined in waveguidc.
This report describes an experinlental study directed at invcsti-
gating multipactor effects in certain waveguide devices. Attention was
primarily directed to the study of waveguide slots. Other components
tested include a section of tapercd wavcguide and a section of waveguide
containing a capacitive iris.
When the electron transit time is equal to a half cycle, the break-
down is said to be in the first multipactor naode; the higher order modes
are identified by the appropriate number of multiples of a half cycle of
RF required for the transit tinge.
A plot of the different multipactor regions for a number of modes
is shown in Figure 41. This chart was derived theoretically by Krebs
and Meerbach assuming a parallel plate region. It can be seen that
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definite upper and lower field linlits exist for a given fd product. In
some instances however, when the upper limit of one mode is exceeded,
multipacting in the next highest mode becomes possible. It should be
recognized that in practice the boundaries of the existence regions
plotted in Figure 41 tend to become indefinite and overlap. The antenna
program reported herein however was primarily concerned with
establishing whether multipactor breakdown would occur in an X-band
slot array. Consequently, the structures studied were those which
would typically be used in such an antenna. These structures include
waveguide-coupling and radiating slots, and other (_quipment.
The experin_ental technique was to place the component under
-7
test in a vacuum chamber, the pressure was reduced to about l0 mm
of n_ercury and power was applied. The power level was varied so that
the exact voltage level at which breakdown occurr_'d could bc d_tcrmincd.
The onset of multipacting was dete.cted optically in some cases, and
from RF transmission _leasuremcnts through the component in others.
The equipment used is shown in Figure 42 which gives a vicw of
the tee shaped vacuum chamber used, together with thc Rt:" power
generator. A glass observation port was attach,.d to one arm of the tcc
to permit optical monitoring of the test component. An ion pump was
permanently connected to the chamber to maintain the vacuum over long
test periods. The ion current was also useful as a check on the onset of
multipacting since the multipactor discharge caused it to increase. A
magnetron was used as the RF power generator. It was operated at a
pulse repetition frequency of 2000 pulses per second with a 0. 5 micro-
second pulse width. A maximum peak power of 70, 000 watts was avail-
able. The power level was adjusted during the tests by means of a
power divider which shunted any desired fraction of the magnctron out-
put into a fixed load.
Slot Measurements
The basic test fixture used in the investigation of multipacting in
waveguide slots is sketched in Figure 43. It consists of two rectangular
waveguides coupled by a resonant inclined slot centered in the walls of
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Figure 4Z. Antenna multipactor experiment setup.
both _zuid_s. If it is assumed that the slot field varies sinusoidally
along the longitudinal axis of the slot, the peak amplitude of the slot
field cal_ b_: computed in terms of tile input power. Since the form of
the field distribution for a waveguide slot is independent of the position
of the slot in the guide wall, and is the same for both radiating and
coupling slots, it is sufficient to determine the breakdown potential for
a single slot configuration. This result can then be used to determine
the power handling capacity of any other type of slot (shunt, series, etc. )
by simply calculating the slot voltage for that slot configuration.
In addition to the two different slot widths tested, several wall
thicknesses were also used. This was done to determine the importance
of the fringing fields outside the slot in setting the breakdown potential.
A total of seven fixtures were fabricated using coupling slots having
widths of 0. 015" and 0. 06Z5" The narrow slot fixtures were specifically
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THICKNESS ,)<
SLOT OETAIL
Figure 43. Coupling slot t('st fixture.
designed to multipact in the first nmltipactor mode, while the wide slots
are of a width typically used in array design at X-band frequencies.
These wide slots are subject to breakdown in the higher order multi-
pactor modes. The breakdown slot voltages for the two different widths
tested were computed on the basis of the parallel plate theory and are
plotted on a graph of n_ultipactor regions in Kigure 44. Because of the
sinusoidal field variations in the slot, an upper cutoff region on the
breakdown voltage does not exist, since it is alwa?s possible to find a
voltage less than the peak slot voltage simpl? b? moving along th_ axis
of the slot.
After finding considerable difficulty in photograph? or vis_al
means of detection of the discharge, the experimental setup shown in
Figure 45 was devised. A bridge was used with the test component in
the vacuum chamber being inserted in one arm. The onset of the
multipactor discharges is indicated by a change in the transmission
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through the slot. In practice it was soon discovered that the phase of
the transmission was a very sensitive indicator. It was possible, using
this arrangement, to measure both attenuation and phase shift through
the slot while the multfpactor discharge was present.
Results
The initial breakdown voltages for the different slot fixtures were
computed on the basis of the parallel plate theory. These computed
points are plotted together with this measured breakdown voltage in the
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multipactor breakdown chart given in Figure 44. The test results are
also summarized in Table X, which identifies each slot fixture, the
test procedure used, and the computed and measured breakdown voltages.
In Figure 44, data points No. i through No. 4 correspond to
multipactor fixtures having slots of 0. 015" widths.
Each fixture was tested while electrically matched. Slot No. 6
multipacted in the second mode (3/Z cycle electron transit time) region
predicted by the simple theory. Slot No. 5, on the other hand, trans-
mitted over four (4) times the corresponding peak power that Slot No. 6
handled before multipacting occurred. Breakdown did not occur in
Slot No. 7, even though this slot was subjected to peak potentials up to
ten (10) times greater than the level at which Slot No. 6 initially multi-
pacted.
The graph in Figure 46 depicts the changes in voltage levels at
which multipacting initially occurs as the slot wall thickness is varied.
The numbering of the points corresponds to that of Figure 44.
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Figure 46.
SLOT WIDTH/ WALL THICKNESS
Slot breakdown potential
as a function of slot
width:wall thickne s_
ratio (w/'t).
The larger values of slot
voltage necessary to induce multi-
pacting for the thin wail slots is
reasonable when one considers that
from the viewpoint of the electron
the slot gap only approximates a
parallel plate region. When the
slot width to slot wall thickness
ratio, w/t, is small the electric
fields within the slot are more uni-
form than they are for large values
of w/t. As the slot thickness is
decreased, fringing electric fields
at the siot gap become more signif-
icant and more and more electrons
tend to be accelerated along curved
paths rather than along the straight-
line path between the slot wails.
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The resonance condition for the gap is no longer valid since the longer
effective path lengths shift the operating location to larger values of fd.
Higher field gradients across the gap are thus necessary to effect the
electron phase resonance for breakdown to occur as the chart of the
multipactor region shows. Furthermore, many of the electrons are now
likely to be accelerated completely away from the slot region into the
waveguide where they are no longer available for the breakdown.
The physical effects of a typical breakdown were detected in several
of the test fixtures. A photograph of the waveguide region about the
input side of the coupling slot is shown in Figure 47. Fringing marks
are present about the periphery of the narrow coupling slot. Indications
of breakdown are also visible on the waveguide walls at periodic inter-
vals down the guide. The breakdown occurred at 1/2 guide wavelength
intervals at positions of maxinmn_ field strength. The presence of the
waveguide breakdown marks on the input side of the coupling slot and
their absence on the output side suggests that the slot was sufficiently
shorted out to incrt_ase the input standing wave ratio to a value at which
the corresponding waveguide electric fields were great enough to satisfy
the electron resonance conditions for breakdown between the waveguide
walls.
Ionization breakdown may have
N_
Figure 47. Input side test
fixture No. Z.
contributed in part to the severe
breakdown burn visible in Figure 47.
The high intensity of the breakdown
caused the environmental pressure
to rise to a maximum of 4 x 10 -4am
of Hg during this test which is some-
what higher than that maintained
throughout the tests of the other
fixtures. Although even at this
pressure ionization breakdown
would not be likely, (the mean free
path of an electron is 79 cm at this
pressure) it is quite possible that a
n_uch higher pressure did exist in
S9
the vicinity of the slot and within the input arln of the test fL,_ture.
could be the result of relatively strong outgassing caused by the
electron bombardment and heating.
This
Test of Other Fixtures
A section of X band waveguide that was tapered in height froi_
0. 400" to 0.015 r' was also tested. The primary purpose of this fixture
was to provide a large parallel plate region to check the application of
the parallel plate theory to waveguide geometry.
The dashed line connecting points No. 8-a and No. 8-b in l_'igure
44 denotes the operating range over which this device was tested.
Point No. 8-a locates the operating point where multipacting initially
began. Breakdown occurred throughout the region where the height
varied from 0. 015" to 0. 070". At the n_axin_un_ input power used in
the test the electric field across the 0. 070 '_ spacing is such that the
breakdown occurred at the location denoted by point No. 8-b.
NOISE CURRENTS
In order to verify the conclusions concerning noise n_agnitudu
which are listed under Task I, a further test was performed. It had
been difficult to obtain corroborative data by an independent experi-
mental technique because of the necessity to separate out the noise
inherent in the RF source from that caused by the discharge itself.
Attempts to n_easure noise by inserting a 3. 3 r resistance value
between the low potential electrode and ground were not successful
because the noise coupled in directly from the transmitter obscured
multipacting noise. The last experiment used a tuned circuit across
the electrodes to tune out the capacitance coupling at the noise measure-
ment frequency at llZ Me, as shown in Figure 48 and Table XI. The
accuracy of the measuren_ent was unsatisfactory at levels such that the
noise power produced by the test setup was comparable to that in the
discharge. The data tabulated below is an indication of the problem.
When the power in the discharge was small, the multipactor noise was
undetectable, but when a strong glow discharge was established the
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EQUIPMENT | 12 MC
Figure 48. Noise test setup.
-18
square of rms value of noise current was approximately I0 watts per
cycle. Since Boltzmann's constant K = I. 37 x 10 -23 joules per degrees
-21
Kelvin, the KTB noise at roon_ ten_perature is approximately 4 x i0
watts per cycle. In brief, the noise from a strong multipactor discharge
can be more than 30 db above thermal, at a frequency removed from
the fundamental by the amount of the separation between typical NASA
VHF transmitters and command receivers. Since some, but not all,
command communication channels have adequate margin to withstand
this type of noise, systems designers should be cognizant of the effect.
In particular, one would avoid designs where commands are absolutely
necessary to turn off the transmitter, since, in such an instance, the
Filter
N'etwork
Parallel
Tuned
Circuit
E
P
Peak RF
Volts
i00
ii0
118
P
Multipactor
Watts
0.25
0. 30
0. 6O
.2
i
Noise
Amps Z
(with no
multi-
pacting)
1446 x 10 -21
1446 x i0 -21
1446 x I0 -21
.2
I
Noise
Amps 2
(with
multi-
pacting)
1446 x 10 -21
2050 x i0 -21
2470 x 10 -21
Table XI. Sun, mary of noise data.
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multipactor noise might block the receiver and control would be forever
lost.
The presence of }_armonics in the' currel_ts of elt ctrodes was
measured, and reported under Task I, t)_/ Fourier analysis of voltage
waveforms obtained with a series coi-ln¢,_'It,d r(,sistor, and by the use of
a pickup electrode. The. results showed curre_ts at second or third
harmonic frequencies of amt)littl(tcs gr_,atcr than l0 percent of the
fundamental. Since such effects arc usually present in the power output
stages of vacuum tub(_, transistor, or varactor devices, no added
deleterious effects would result from multipacl_)r. However, t)roblcms
might be caused by a multipactor discharge on the antenna or in the
transmission system. A frequently/ used R_'I requirement is MIL-I-
26600, which provides for harnlonic sut)l)rcssion to levels 60 db below
transmitted power. If, in fact, the spacecraft equipment would bc_
affected adversely by harmonic power levels of -2.0 db, instead of
-60 db, multipactor should be avoided.
PHASE ANGLE - DETUNING EFFECTS
The technique used to measure phase angle of currt'nts has been
described previousl}' in this report. It a.ppcars that the electrode current
as measured by a sampling resistor varies by almost 90 ° from the
phase of the current observed without the, discharge. The procedure
which was used was to tune the electrode to t)arallel resonance by means
of an L-C combination; in addition, a moderate resistive load was
shunted across the tuned circuit to provid_ a reference current of suffi-
cicnt magnitude for comparison on the oscilloscope.
A reference phase indication was obtaim:d by use of a small
collector plate in the chamber; by comparison with an external voltage
it was shown that the phase of the pickup was not influenced by the
presence of multipactor.
Photographs of the two voltages were obtained from a sampling
oscilloscope, as shown in Figure 49. Channel A is a display of the
reference phase. Channel B is the electrode current due to multipactor
(i. e., with plate capacitance tuned out). As the multipactor discharge
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increases, the electrode current
grows and appears at full amplitude
shifted about 90 ° relative to the
current drawn by the resistive
shunt (visible in Channel B, Figure
49a). The measured power voltage
and current data are also noted on
the tracings of the photographs. The
total volt amperes delivered for the
strongest discharge was (0. 707 x
78 x 0. 707 x 0. 336) approximately
13 VA. Since the measured power
in the discharge was only 0. 88 watts,
OhmWs Gaw calculation for phase
results in a value of phase angle
slightly larger than 86 °, with a
reactance of Z30 ohms. At lower
levels of discharge, the reactance is
Figure 49. Phase angle data.
still less than I000 ohms.
Although the area of the multipacting plates used in this test was
about 20 square inches we do not know that the impedance of the dis-
charge could be increased under all circumstances by decreasing the
ar¢a; in fact, very strong discharges have a tendency to spread out to
fill the test volume.
In summary, it has been shown that the multipactor discharge has
a reactive effect in addition to the power dissipation previously described.
Whether or not a given circuit will be detuned by it is a function of the
in_pedance level. High Q circuits will probably be affected. In the
microwave antenna inw_stigation previously cited it was observed that
a multipactor breakdown in a slot could apparently reflect enough power
to cause a standing wave amplitude that would initiate other discharges
in the waw'guide at points of maximum voltage.
It is to be hoped that some day it will be possible to perform more
quantitative n_easurements of the electrical characteristics of a discharge.
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While this would be more satisfying to engineers, it is not likely that
all of the conditions can be controlled carefully enough (or that it is
economically feasible to do so). In particular, the surface conditions
and secondary emission ratio .cannot be chosen, or maintained constant,
and "accuracy" of a high degree cannot be expected.
PHYSICAL DAMAGE OF COMPONENTS
Although the early conclusions of this study program indicated
that the only significant physical damage to components would not result
directly from the multipactor discharge, but rather from the gas ioni-
zation breakdown accompanying it, we haw ,,tested a variety of typical
spacecraft components. A photograph of a group of the parts which were
damaged is included as Figure 50.
Type N Connector
A Tee type N connector was tested, after which it was cut apart.
The insert and the empty barrel are shown adjacent to each other in the
photograph. One of the test goals was to compare the effects observed
on an unsealed connector (one end open) versus a sealed connector. We
felt that the severe damage to type N connector experiment in the past
on several space programs was due to a buildup of gas pressure. Our
goal was to test this theory.
A biased collector plate was installed about an inch from the open
end of the connector to detect the discharge. The strongest discharge,
as indicated by collector plate current and brightness of the glow occurred
with 125 volts peak applied to the plug. Vacuum chamber pressure was
-5
maintained below 4 x 10 mm of mercury for the 35 minute duration of
the open-end connector test. As time passed, the collector current de-
creased from initial value of 10 microamperes to 2. 2 microamperes, and
the glow became less intense. When the connector was removed from the
vacuum chamber, it was warm, but not hot, to the touch. Our conclusion
was that a multipactor discharge had been present, had caused some out-
gassing, and that no physical damage had resulted. The nominal power
level of this test corresponded to a flow of 150 watts into a matched load.
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Figure 50. Physical damage of components.
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Secondly, the plug was closed by n_eans of a cap, which was de-
vised with a mica viewing window. The diode which had been connected
to the center rod at the end to measure RF voltage was shifted to center
output pin of the '_T" RF voltage was increased until multipacting was
seen through the mica window. The voltage was adjusted for maximum
glow brightness as before. The intensity of the blue glow now increased
with tinge. The connection to the detector was soldered to the connector
but melted in approxin_ately five minutes. The color of the glow changed
from blue to pink, indicating that a gas discharge was present. The con-
nector was removed from the vacuum chamber. The connector tempera-
ture was above the melting point of solder. The blackened interior of
the connector is shown in Figure 50. It will be noted that the teflon is
eroded around the center rod. The other side of the connector did not
multipactor since it was packed with insulation. There was no observ-
able change in surface color of the silver plating during the previous test
when the end of the connector was open.
The lesson of this test is clear. Multipactor discharges can occur
inside of coax connectors, and when adequate power is available to liber-
ate gas, physical dan_age may be done to a sealed connector.
Coaxial Resonator Test
A coaxial resonator similar to the design shown in Figure 51 was
tested for physical damage by multipactor. The filter was filled with
Emerson and Cun_mings FP type 12-2 low density foam. The purpose of
the experiment was to verify if the foam could be used to suppress n_ulti-
pacting. The bandwidth and insertion loss of the resonator was 19. 4 k lc
and 0.4 db. After foaming the bandwidth incrt_ased to 21. 7 Mc and the
insertion loss increased to 0. 65 db. The increased insertion loss could
be tolerated for most applications.
The resonator was placed in the vacuum chamber. Two 1 /g '_
diameter holes were used for foaming the resonator and to observe any
light generated inside from ultipacting or gas breakdown. Low density
foam will transn_it light for a distance of an inch or two from one cell
wall to the next. The resonator was placed in the vacuun_ chamber at a
_6
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Figure 51. Suggested design for pressurized filter.
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pressure of 2 x I0 mmHg. Twenty watts were passed through the
resonator at 430 Mc. Outgassing increased with time as the resonator
heated from RF losses, pressure inside the chamber increased above
10 -4 mm. After approximately i0 minutes, a blue-pink glow appeared
from the foam. There was severe enough outgassing of the foam at this
time to '_tripr'the ionization gauge for the vacuum chamber.
After 15 minutes the resonator was removed from the vacuum
chamber. The resonator was quite hot to the touch from the gas
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ionization discharge taking place inside. Figure 50 shows the burnt
area due to the gas ionization discharge. Since this area of the reson-
ator has the highest RF voltage, the local heating of the foam would be
the greatest and, therefore, the most likely area to break down. The
foam had initially stopped any multipacting as expected. The experi-
ment points out that local heating, with resulting outgassing, may cause
physical damage of a serious nature, particularly at a high voltage
junction.
430 mHz Diplexer Test
A three section diplexer was constructed, using drawings and a
design provided by the Space Technology Laboratories of Thompson
Ramo Wooldridge Inc. This con_pany has designed an ll-cavity diplexer
to be used with a 25-watt, 400-mHz transmitter in the IRES data collection
system. Since representative results could be obtained with fewer sec-
tions, the model was built as shown in Figure 5Z. All of the internal
Figure 52. 400-mHz diplexer.
critical dimensions and compon-
ents were in accordance with the
NASA design.
The diplexer was tuned to
pass the transmitter drive fre-
quency of 430 Mc after initial test-
ing. The electrical test setup is
shown in Figure 53. The brass
cover was replaced by a brass
screen which allowed observation
of elements when the diple×er
was placed in the vacuum cham-
ber. The power input level was
increased. Multipacting of the
first section occurred with 47
watts input. By varying the fre-
quency and increasing power in-
put to 55 watts input, all three
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Figure 53. Duplex er with
cover screen.
sections multipacted. The glow
occurred between the glass capa-
citors and the brass shields. It
spread to cover the RF line from
input to output. The test was
terminated by a blue flash at
both coaxial connectors. Upon
examination of the filter it was
found that the input and output
dipped mica capacitors were dis-
colored with one lossy and the
other with reduced capacitance.
A photograph of these
capacitors is included in Figure
50 and in Figure 54, which also
shows two undamaged units for
comparison.
Our conclusion is that the IRLS dipiexer may have an interior multi-
pactor discharge, and that, even if the dipped mica capacitors are not
used, there is a marginal possibility of a failure in the coax plug
connectors.
TEST OF THE IMP-NASA TRANSMITTER
The IMP transmitter S-74 IT7 furnished to Hughes by NASA was
tested for multipacting during this reporting period. The RF compon-
ents in each compartment of the transmitter were examined for probability
of multipactor, using the values of spacing and RF voltage existing at the
components.
At least one area in each compartment of the transmitter was
selected for the installation of a collector plate that would attract elec-
trons if multipacting should occur. A piece of insulating tape was
attached to the inner wall of the compartment. A strip of aluminum tape
about 3/4" square was attached to the insulating tape to act as the col-
lector plate. In the final transmitter stage and the varactor multiplier
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Figure 54. Capacitors damaged by n_ultipactor.
Undamaged units for comparison.
stage, three collector plates were installed. All collector plates were
wired together in parallel and attached to a potential of +300 volts
through a microampere meter. Fluorescent phosphor powder was
lightly dusted on all RF components in each compartment. In addition,
a strip of fluorescent tape was installed by each collector plate.
Output power from the varactor n_ultiplier measured 3. 0 watts
showing the transmitter was operating satisfactorily. Both covers for
the transmitter and multiplier were removed in order to observe any
multipacting.
-5The transmitter was operated 30 minutes at a pressure of Z × I0
mm of Hg. There was no fluorescence of the tape or powder and no indi-
cation of multipacting due to current flow from the collector plates.
I00
A second test was conducted to see if the transn_itter would oper-
ate at higher pressures where gas ionization n_ight occur. The trans-
mitter was turned on. Then the vacuuna pump was started. The trans-
1hitter was observed in a darkened roon_ for any sign of gas ionization.
-3
None occurred from an_bient pressure to a pressure of 10 mn_ of t-Ig.
Next the air was slowly permitted to enter the vacuun_ chan_ber. Again
no gas ionization was observed (ionization at this pressure range n_ani-
rests itself b]_ a bright pink glow). The output power was next observed
using the above procedure. No charge was noted in the output power.
It is clear that the power and voltage levels in existence in the
IMP transmitter are low enough so that there is no danger of difficult} _
fron_ the rnultipactor effect.
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METHODS OF ELIMINATING MULTIPACTOR -- TASK III
INTRODUCTION
At the beginning of this study,
the list shown below:
a.
the scope proposed for Task III-was
Study electrical design techniques, including use of d. c.
bias, magnetic fields, low impedance, low voltage designs,
and use of best components.
b. Study material and packaging techniques to eliminate multi-
pactor including surface treatments, use of solid dielectric,
methods and reliability of pressurizing, use of coating or
potting compounds.
c. Study antenna design techniques, including design for low
voltage and use of most suitable materials. Study designs
of pressurized "radome" containers, or seals, for large
antennas, including space craft installation and reliability
aspects.
Items a. and b. above have been thoroughly studied and reported in the
foregoing material, as well as in the remainder of the report. Item c.
is treated in the antenna material included in this report which is in-
eluded in Task II and in the discussion given below.
Although all of these iten_s are treated to the extent originally pro-
posed, it is regrettable that no experimental faciIities have been avail-
able to us which pt:rmit the operation of UHF antennas in a suitable
vacuum environment. To the best of our knowledge, no such facilities
are available anywhere. In view of the increasing emphasis on long
range wideband communications for spacecraft, it seems inevitable that
higher power transmitters wilI soon be needed. The Nimbus spacecraft
is scheduled to carry a 25-watt 400-mHz transmitter within two years as
part of the on-board Interrogation Ranging Location System. The Ranger
spacecraft has already been flown using a 60-watt 960-mHz transmitter,
whose power output lines have been troubled by multipactor induced
breakdown. It seems to be very important for NASA to consider seriously
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the possibility that space electronics is approaching the time of use of
these new transmitters without an adequate test facility.
The methods of eliminating multipactor proposed in the definition
of Task III have all proved to be useful to some extent; more or less
convenient solutions have been found for all the equipment design prob-
lems inside the transmitter, itself. As noted above, there is less cer-
tainty about the magnitude of the problem or the feasibility of solutions
with regard to antennas.
A report of individual studies perforn_ed as Task III is given
below.
FOAMING
It is clear that foam with voids smaller than the mean free path of
electrons can eliminate multipactor discharge if no other adverse prob-
lems are created by the foam itself. To study this technique, a parallel
plate multipactor setup was employed. Tests were run using sample's o:
Emerson and Guming type 12-4 foam, as suggested by the project engin-
eer. Sample foam discs were molded in 1/8" and 3/16" thickness. With
a piece of 1/8" thick foam between the plates the R1v voltage was varied
slowly from zero to 500 volts and back to zero, but no evidence of dis-
charge was observed. Upon examination of the foam after the test s,.vcral
brown spots were found where the foam had apparently overheated and a
breakdown had occurred. Since experin_ents on foanl n_atcrials used in
the Surveyor and Syncom programs had showed that considerable trapping
of air within the cells of foam was possible, another experin_ent w.as per-
formed with one of the 3/16" foam discs, whose surface had been sancied
to remove the crust formed by the n_olding process. With this disc
between the plates it was not possible to obtain any sign of discharge,
and examination of the foam following the experiment shows no change.
In the next experiment the foam was placed so as to cover one half
of the electrodes, and normal rnultipactor discharge was observed over
the uncovered portion of the plates, with some ionization at the surface
of the foam. After about four minutes a strong blue glow was noticed
along the edge of the foam next to the discharge, indicating that the foam
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was breaking down and outgassing. The chamber was returned to room
pressure and the entire RF structure was found to be very hot; most of
the foam had disintegrated. The experiment was repeated with similar
results. As long as the foam covered all of the plates the discharge
was completely suppressed, but when the plates were uncovered a dis-
charge occurred which soon resulted in destruction of the foan_. From
these experiments it appears that foam materials of this type should
serve as an effective nlultipactor suppressor, provided that they com-
pletely surrounded all of the nletal surfaces involved. However, there
is still a potential problcn_ with trapped air, since it n_ight escape suf-
ficiently slowly to pern_it pressures to exist at which ionization break-
down could occur.
The apparatus shown in Figure 55 was constructed in order to get
a better idea of the rate at which trapped air would escape through the
foan_. The foan_ sanlple {see Figure 56) was sealed in a glass cylinder
which was connected to a vacuum pun_p and two vacuum gauges, while
the other side of the sample was connected to another vacumn gauge and
a mercury n_anometer. Experin_ental data was obtained by starting the
vacuum pump and measuring the pressure on each side of the foam as a
fun(tion of time. Two samples of foan_ _ere tested; one had the original
surface crust removed with sandpaper and the other was left with the
surface undisturbed. Results of the two tests are plotted in Figure 56,
and showed clearly that removing the surface crust resulted in a much
higher flow rate. Similar n_easurements on the CPK type 23-8 heat
cured polyurethane foam used in Surveyor showed a very much smaller
flow rate under the san_e test conditions, indicating that the ]Emerson
and Cunning foam was far superior, at least as far as the release of
trapped gases is concerned.
From the appearance of the data in Figure 57 it was assumed that
the flow of gas through these foam samples followed the same type of
exponential law which could be expected when a reservoir was evacuated
through a porous plug.
In order to verify these conclusions, the Components and Materials
Laboratory was asked to evaluate the foam and to measure its conductance.
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Figure 55. Eoam pressure measurement experiment.
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Figure. 56. Details of foam sample.
The test setup is shown in Figure
58. Basically it consists of a
restricted portion of the 3/4"0. D.
copper tubing and a means of
measuring the pressure differen-
tial across the restriction. The
outer ion gauge tube (IG-2) served
as a gas load for the test. The
assembly was attached to the
Laboratory bell jar system with
a valved adapter and a 3/4" quick
coupling. The sample was cut
from a 2-3/4" thick sheet of the
foam using a cork borer. The
l-I/2 cm diameter plug was forced
into the assembly before the outer
ion gauge tube (IG-2) was attached.
The two end surfaces of the plug
were left as it was supplied, with the smooth mold finish. The fit between
the plug and the copper tubing was quite tight, and the plug did not move
visibly during pump down or venting to air. Pump down was quite slow,
but after an overnight pumping (system speed about 400 liters/second),
it was possible to operate both ion gauge tubes.
Over a three day period, periodic pressure measurements were
made. By outgassing the grid of IG-Z, the gas load was increased. The
results are given in Table XII, as well as the intermediate values of the
calculation. From the pumping speed and the pressure as measured by
IG-I, a thru-put (O) is detern_ined. From this thru-put and the meas-
ured pressure differential (IG-2 less IG-I), a conductance is found. The
values range fron_ 5. 2 to 8. 9 liters/second. There is a possible trend
of decreased conductance with increasing pressure, although the limited
data makes this conclusion difficult to support. Perhaps the best con-
clusion is that the conductance is constant over the pressure range
measured, which is predicted'in the molecular flow region for a normal
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Figure 57. Pressure versus time for two foam sampl_s.
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FP Eccofoam test
fixture.
capillary type leak. The data
gave an average value of 6. 5
liters/sec ond.
After this series of meas-
urements was completed, the test
assembly was removed from the
bell jar, and the porous plug re-
moved. In the removing of the
plug, small pieces of the foam
were scattered throughout the
assembly. These were washed
out with several rinses of Freon
TF. When the assembly without the porous plug was returned to the
bell jar, the pressure readings were again compared. At equilibrium,
-6 -6
IG-2 read i. i x I0 T, while IG-l read i. 3 x i0 torr. Ideally, the
two gauges would have read the same. No correction has been made
for this effect, since it is within the pressure measurement accuracy at
this pressure level.
A limited number of mass spectrometer sweeps were made during
this test. Comparing the empty test manifold to the system with the
manifold valved off from the bell jar, the main change was an increased
water and carbon monoxide content from the operating ion gauges. The
water was about twice the carbon monoxide level. Sweeps with the foam
plug showed a higher water and carbon monoxide level, and a slight
response at mass 36, 39, and a significant amount of carbon dioxide.
The quantitative result with the foam plug was: water 61 percent, carbon
monoxide, 20 percent, carbon dioxide 17 percent, and mass 36, 39 at
about 2 percent. The mass spectrometer had a mass range of 2-80, so
many materials did not show parent peaks. However, most complex
molecules fractionate and show peaks within the range of the instrument.
The mass 36 and 39 peaks observed are probably hydrocarbon fragments
of this type.
In summary, the conductance of a porous plug of FP Eccofoam
1-1/2 cm diameter and 7 cm long was measured in the 10 -4 torr pressure
t09
IG-Z
-4
I0 n_n_
7
5. Z
4.2
3.5
4.4
I.i
0.53
IG-1
-4
1 0 mm
0. I
0. 0c,3
0. 072
0. 062
0. 076
0. 014
0.012
Ap
I0 -4 m m
Pun_ping
Rate
Liters/See
6.9
5.11
3.93
3.44
4.32
i. 086
0. 518
385
385
380
380
380
375
375
Conductance
Liters/Sec
Per Torr
5.6
7.0
7.1
8.9
6.7q
5. Z
8.5
Table XII. FP Eccofoam conductance.
range. The value measured was 6. 5 liters per second, with a probable
error of about +30 percent. No serious outgassing of contaminants was
detected at room temperature.
The conclusion to be drawn from this test is that the foam tested
will not support a significant pressure difference, i.e., it has a good
"conductance." However, the multipactor tests show that a multipactor
breakdown can cause outgassing and if the foam material is not designed
so as to allow almost unimpeded venting of accumulated gas to the
vacuum outside, an ionization breakdown may occur.
SURFACE TREATMENT
Several experiments were run to deternline the extent to which
multipactor could bc suppressed by placing dielectric material between
the parallel plate discharge electrodes. Plates made from 1/16 'r sheet
teflon and large enough to extend about 1/2" beyond the edge of the elec-
trodes were found to eliminate the discharge completely, but when they
were moved so as to uncover part of the electrodes the discharge started
again and covered all of the electrodes, including the teflon. It would
appear from this experiment that, where it is possible to conlpletely en-
close any possible discharge electrode, teflon nqay serve as an effective
suppressor, although application of the teflon could be quite difficult.
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Additional data is shown in the curves for breakdown voltage of
common materials in an early part of this report indicate that for certain
close spacings the discharge could be suppressed with surface treatments
of epoxy, glass laminate, teflon, and Dow Corning 200 fluid. However,
even these materials could be made to multipactor at higher voltages and
wider spacings. A simple surface treatment of the types mentioned is
evidently very helpful in all cases since it increased the minimum break-
down voltage by a factor of two, approximately, and in certain circum-
stances, it elin_inated the discharge entirely. The designer can deter-
mine the applicability of these techniques by careful reference to the
Tables IIIandIVof this report, entitled, "Spacing and Voltage to Multipactor."
BIAS
A definitive treatment and experimental verification of the use of
bias voltage to suppress n_ultipactor is given by Nanevicz;: -_in the litera-
ture. Since this n_aterial and the theory discussed in fhe Appendix to
this final report appeared to be complete, we have not devoted efforts to
this problem. The data indicates that a direct voltage substantially
larger than the peak radio frequency voltage was able to suppress multi-
pactor in a wide variety of coaxial cylinder configurations. For further
information, it is necessary to utilize the theory developed for single
surface multipactor. Sperry _:_:_"Gyroscope Co. determined that parallel
plate multipactor should be suppressed by bias voltages shown in Table
X III below.
Mode Bias Voltage
i/2 Cycle 0. 34 V 1
3/2 Cycle 0. 12 V 1
5/2 Cycle 0.07 V 1
21 Iz
Table XIII. Bias to suppress multipactor. V1 = _le--7"ml
_:-'J.Nanevicz, "Study of Radiation and Reception of Electromagnetic
Energy from Aircraft and Guided Missiles", Progress Letters 8, 9, I0,
Contract AF 19(628)-325, Stanford Research Institute.
;:';:_"FinalReport on Multipactor Study Program '_, Contract NR-217(01)
Report 5270-6144; October 1953.
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PRESSURIZATION
There is little to be said about pressurization as a cure for multi-
pactor. It is completely effective since it reduces the mean free-path
to negligible values.
This technique has been used successfully by Hughes on the OAO
transn_itter filter and, apparently, by FiCA on the Ranger television
transmitter. The engineer who uses this technique must make an early
decision because it influences many of the mechanical features of design.
Great care must be exercised to prevent leaks, even in components such
as hermetic sealed glass headers which have proved to be fragile in our
experience. The procedure of pressurizing must be done carefully to
insure the presence of traceable quantities of helium within the device.
We do not know of any long time life test data in an actual spacecraft.
However, experience with the OAO transmitters has shown that standard
helium leak test apparatus has produced data which has proven to be a
reliable predictor of good performance during the shelf life and qualifi-
cation testing period; in this particular case, no difficulties have been
observed in any delivered equipment over a period in excess of a year.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL DESIGN
The choice of voltage and dimensions which cause or prevent multi-
pactor has been the subject of a great deal of the test and theoretical work
on this program. The electron resonance equation [equation (1)] has been
verified thoroughly, and is a necessary condition for existence of a dis-
charge. The fact that it is not sufficient is due to the other conditions,
such as surface emission; the surface condition is largely responsible
for the variations in measurements of breakdown voltage.
Of course, it is not always possible to choose a physical configura-
tion which at no single location will have a potential multipactor resonance.
Wherever voltages are greater than 50, and the product of f x d (frequency
x distance in mHz x cm} is a number greater than 30-40, a multipactor
breakdown is unlikely. Figure 12 of this report also indicates another
critical matter; the arrival energy of electrons which caused multipactor
from many materials is seen to be in the range from 15-30 electron volts.
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We have seen many engineering calculations based on higher threshold
values of arrival energy. Our experiments prove that lower arrival
energies must be considered.
In some instances, the ultimate voltage which should be achieved
by a component is high enough to prevent rnultipactor. However, if the
impedance of the discharge is enough of a load to prevent the use of
voltage, the circuit may never operate normally. This effect has been
observed in klystron gaps, for example. There is no certain simple
cure l or such a problem. Sometimes it is effective to provide for a
very rapid us,' of voltage through the n_ultipactor region so that the dis-
charge does not "have a chance" to establish itself. Klystron designers
wEo face such problems do not have any successful method of attack
wEich they will r_ecommend, c×cept for complete redesign and a lot of
pati_nce.
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